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“It is the direction and not the magnitude which is to be taken into consideration.”
Thomas Paine (1737-1809)
ABSTRACT
Large medium-speed catamarans are currently under development as a new class of vessel for
economically efficient and more environmentally sustainable fast sea transportation. Their
design is based on current high-speed catamarans, to adopt advantages such as large deck
areas and low wave-making resistance, but they will operate at lower speeds and carry a
higher deadweight to obtain higher transport efficiency. They operate at speeds around the
main drag hump, where the wave-making drag coefficient is at its maximum. Hence this speed
range is usually avoided by boat designers no precise guidelines for hull form design of large
medium-speed catamarans are present to operate efficiently in this generally unfavourable
speed spectrum.
Literature has been surveyed to derive hull form parameters that provide low drag for mono-
hulls and catamaran vessels. Based on these findings a hull form family was developed with
demihull slenderness ratios ranging from 9 to 15 and the hydrodynamic performance was
evaluated at Froude numbers from 0.25 up to 0.49 to derive design parameters with the
lowest drag and highest transport efficiency. These parameters corresponds to vessel sizes
from 110 m to 190 m and speeds of 16 to 41 knots. A novel CFD-based approach has been
developed to provide more accuracy to the final drag prediction at full scale. It was verified
using results of model scale experiments of a 98 m and a 130 m catamaran and validated
with results obtained from sea trial measurements, in deep as well as in shallow water. Fur-
thermore, its capability to replicate the flow past a typical deep partially ventilated transom
has been investigated using model scale experiments. The key advantage of this method is
that the same computational mesh can be used for model-scale verification and full-scale
predictions.
The computational full-scale simulation approach was found to be capable of predicting the
drag force within 5% of results derived from full-scale measurements and extrapolated model
test data. In addition it has been shown to correctly predict steady and unsteady shallow
water effects. Also the ventilation process of the transom stern has been experimentally
validated and the flow feature in the stagnant zone past the partially ventilated transom was
identified as a non-shedding squashed horseshoe vortex. The lowest drag can be achieved for
catamarans with demihull slenderness ratios of 11 to 13 and hulls of 150 m in length provided
highest transport efficiency for speeds of 20 to 35 knots at a light displacement, and 170 m
and 190 m for a medium and a heavy displacement respectively.
Finally, when comparing the results to contemporary large and fast catamarans carrying
equivalent deadweight and travelling at the same speed, fuel savings up to 40% can be
achieved if a hull of 150 m instead of 110 m length is used. This demonstrates that large-
medium catamarans have the potential to be a fuel-efficient alternative for a successful future
of fast sea transportation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Large medium-speed catamarans are a new class of ships for more fuel efficient RoPax trans-
portation, evolving from current high-speed catamarans. This thesis focuses on the drag
prediction and derivation of appropriate hull form properties for these novel craft with min-
imum resistance to promote economical and ecologically sustainable fast sea transportation.
1.1 Current Large Catamarans
Contemporary RoPax catamarans are characterised by two demihulls with a large super-
structure to accommodate the payload. They are propelled by waterjets, have a length of up
to 125 m and operate at speeds of 40 knots (Lingwood, 1996) and above, usually at Froude
numbers of Fr = 0.6 − 1.0 (Yun and Bliault, 2010). Compared to monohulls, catamarans
can use 30% less power to transport the same deadweight at high speeds (Martinez de Oses
and La Castalls, 2005). Further significant advantages comprise high transverse stability
and large deck areas in conjunction with slender demihulls that enable low wave-making
resistance and cause low added resistance when encountering waves (Yun and Bliault, 2010).
When combined with good manoeuvrability they allow for effective fast sea transportation.
However, the high speed of these craft leads to high fuel consumption and substantial emis-
sions (Psaraftis et al., 2009; Banawan et al., 2013). Expected high future fuel costs, society’s
increasing awareness of environmental sustainability, and official regulations of the Interna-
tional Maritime Organisation to limit emissions such as MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI (Resolu-
tion MEPC.176(58)) raise the demand for more fuel-efficient vessels without compromising
the advantages of current high-speed catamarans. For example, it has been demonstrated
that for a 72 m catamaran a 30% reduction in fuel consumption, and hence savings in fuel
costs and emissions, per year can be achieved when a 30% reduction in speed is applied (Ba-
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nawan et al., 2013). These savings may be less than expected when applying the power-speed
law, however, this is based on measured data which also includes speed independent energy
consumption. Furthermore, the speed reduction shifts the vessel from the high-speed regime
into the medium-speed regime, where a higher drag coefficient can be expected (see Figure
1.1) and where the high-speed hull form may not be optimal.
1.2 Fuel Consumption and Transport Efficiency
The amount of required fuel (mfuel) per distance (D) can be estimated by the specific fuel
consumption (sfc), the required power (Prequired), and the speed (V ):
mfuel/D = sfc× Prequired / V (1.1)
The effectiveness of a ship hull for transportation can be defined as the transport efficiency
which is the ratio of deadweight (dwt× g) times speed (V ) over required power:
ηtransport = dwt× g × V / Prequired (1.2)
With these equations, the fuel consumption (mfuel) per deadweight carried (dwt × g) per
distance travelled (D) can be expressed as:
mfuel/(dwt× g ×D) = sfc / ηtransport (1.3)
If it is assumed that the required power is the effective power over the overall efficiency of
the propulsion plant (ηpropulsion), and that effective power is defined as drag times velocity
(PE = RT × V ), the transport efficiency for a certain speed can be defined as:
ηtransport = ηpropulsion × dwt× g / RT (1.4)
From a hull form design point of view, the drag force per deadweight carried must be min-
imised to effectively maximise transport efficiency and thus, to minimise the fuel consump-
tion and emissions as these quantities are inversely proportional to transport efficiency. If
the transport efficiency, when compared to current craft, can be significantly increased, large
medium-speed catamarans have the potential to lead large catamaran technology into a
promising future to promote economic viable fast sea transportation with reduced environ-
mental impact. The key to high transport efficiency is the hydrodynamic design of such
vessels to provide the lowest drag in their specific speed regime. Therefore the presented
presentation of the results was preferred over the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI)
from the International Maritime Organisation.
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1.3 Speed Regimes
The appropriate hydrodynamic design of a ship strongly depends on the speed regime in
which it is designed to operate. These regimes are best characterised by the Froude number,
which is the dimensionless velocity with respect to ship length. It is defined as:
Fr =
V√
g × L (1.5)
where L is the boat’s length and g the gravitational constant. Depending on the Froude
number, the speed range can be subdivided into low, medium or high. In each regime,
characteristic hydrodynamic properties and design requirements apply; an optimum hull
form for one speed regime may not be appropriate for the others.
1.3.1 Low-speed Regime
Low speed can be understood as the speed range where the friction resistance dominates over
the wave-making resistance of a ship. The lines of the ship have to be streamlined to avoid
flow separation (Schneekluth and Bertram, 1998) and to reduce viscous pressure resistance
(Bertram, 2000). The wetted surface area has to be minimised to reduce the friction force
on the hull. Sinkage and trim remain negligibly small (Molland et al., 1994).
1.3.2 Medium-speed Regime
In the medium-speed range, a large portion of the drag of the hull will comprise of wave-
making resistance and sinkage and trim can change considerably with changing speed (Mol-
land et al., 1994). The latter can amplify if the hull features convex buttock lines (Lewis,
1988). The magnitude of wave-making resistance will strongly depend on the Froude number
as the interference of the bow and stern waves lead to marked humps and hollows in the
resistance curve (see Figure 1.1) where a major hump occurs at a Froude number of Fr ≈ 0.5
(Lewis, 1988). Generally, an increased slenderness of the boat will be beneficial for its resis-
tance properties at medium speeds (Tupper, 2004), but general guidelines state that Froude
numbers in the range of 0.25 < Fr < 0.27 and 0.37 < Fr < 0.50 should be avoided in boat
design (Jensen, 1994) as these speeds feature unfavourable humps in the resistance curve.
1.3.3 High-speed Regime
The speed past the drag hump (Fr > 0.6) can be considered as high-speed where the hull
enters the planing regime. Lift is provided by hydrodynamic forces as well as by the volume
3
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medium speed high speedlow speed
s/L = 0·4
s/L = 1·0 s/L = ∞
s/L = 0·2
Figure 1.1: Humps and hollows in a typical resistance curve of a catamaran for different
demihull separation ratios (s/L) with respect to Froude number (Millward, 1992). Speed
regimes are stated and the medium-speed range is shaded in grey.
displacement of the hull and friction becomes the main contributor towards the total resis-
tance (Bertram, 2000). Compared to displacement hulls the buttock lines should be straight
and cut off at the transom stern to provide beneficial lift and drag properties (Lewis, 1988)
and a reduction in wetted surface area supports reducing the viscous resistance (Faltinsen,
2005) and therefore the total resistance. Characteristically, the coefficient of wave-making
resistance reduces with increasing speed and the centre of gravity rises while the change in
trim angle is small when compared to the medium-speed regime (Molland et al., 1994).
1.4 Current State of Knowledge
1.4.1 Catamaran Design for Medium Speeds
Davidson et al. (2011b) proposed a design for a 130 m medium-speed catamaran (Figure
1.2) and stated that an increase in size and reduction in speed is beneficial for a high trans-
port efficiency, which was shown to exist in comparison with monohull designs with similar
deadweight, deck area and speed. Furthermore, the increased length and reduced speed is
favourable for ship motions and therefore passenger comfort (Itabashi and Michida, 2001)
and also structural design requirements when compared to current high-speed catamarans.
The novelty of this type of vessel is that they operate at critical speeds where the overall
resistance consists of a significant amount of wave-making, and residuary resistance is at a
maximum. Usually this speed range, called hump speed, is avoided by boat designers and
due to the lack of experience design requirements are not well understood and accurate hull
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Figure 1.2: Arrangement of a large medium-speed catamaran proposed by Davidson et al.
(2011b).
form design guidelines are missing. However, the study of Davidson et al. (2011b) has shown
that catamarans with slender demihulls providing low wave-making resistance can be an ap-
propriate feature for low residuary drag around the speed hump, as the distinct humps and
hollows in the resistance curve become less pronounced when compared to contemporary
high-speed catamarans. They concluded that large medium-speed catamarans are competi-
tive when compared to conventional fast monohull vessels, but more details on the hull form
design are required.
1.4.2 Studies on Catamaran Design Parameters
Matsui (1993) and Molland et al. (1994) highlighted that the slenderness ratio of a demihull(
L/∇1/3dh
)
is the most important hull form parameter that influences the resistance of fast
displacement catamarans. In their studies they investigated slenderness ratios ranging from
6.3− 9.5. Dubrovsky and Lyakhovitsky (2001), Saunders (1957) and Ayre (Schneekluth and
Bertram, 1998) indicated optimum values for demihull or hull slenderness around hump speed
of L/∇1/3 = 8 − 9. In contrast, Davidson et al. (2011b) investigated a medium-speed cata-
maran demihull with a slenderness ratio of 12 for beneficial performance at hump speed and
Miyata et al. (1991) experimentally studied the drag characteristics of demihulls with a slen-
derness of L/∇1/3dh = 10−13 with benefits for reduced wave-making resistance at hump speed.
However, whilst no conclusions towards an optimum slenderness for lowest drag around the
major speed hump were drawn, in support of high slenderness ratios McKesson et al. (2000)
proposed that catamarans with slender hulls potentially minimise the environmental impact.
The influence of hull form variations on the drag force of displacement catamarans has been
extensively studied in the past, with experimental investigations into the effect of changing
demihull separation and/or slenderness by Matsui (1993), Molland et al. (1994), Dubrovsky
and Lyakhovitsky (2001) and Caprio and Pensa (2007). Altering demihull separation and
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its effect on the resistance was studied computationally by Eggers (1955), Tasaki (1962),
Everest (1968), Millward (1992), Yeung and Wan (2008) and experimentally by Miyazawa
(1979), Doctors (1993), and Broglia et al. (2014) and Zaghi et al. (2011) who also included
numerical approaches. Murdijanto et al. (2011) and Utama et al. (2012) experimentally
studied the influence of demihull separation and longitudinal offset that was also computa-
tionally investigated by Eggers (1955) and later by So¨ding (1997) and Tuck and Lazauskas
(1998). The above-mentioned literature provides the guidance that an increase in slender-
ness, as well as an increase in demihull separation, can reduce the resistance significantly
especially around hump speed which can be seen in Figure 1.1. Also a longitudinal offset of
the demihulls by a half ship length provides significant reductions in drag in this speed range
compared to a symmetric demihull configuration. These publications and a comprehensive
survey of built catamarans by Insel and Molland (1991) provide a large base to determine
appropriate hull form parameters for fast displacement catamarans. However, these studies
mainly include demihulls with a slenderness of L/∇1/3dh < 8. Davidson et al. (2011b) pro-
posed that high-speed catamaran hulls are not necessarily optimal for operation at medium
speeds. Therefore, more research is required to investigate appropriate hull form parameters
for catamarans with very slender demihulls that can operate efficiently at medium speeds in
the Froude numbers of Fr = 0.25− 0.50.
1.4.3 Resistance Prediction Tools
To study the resistance properties for a large range of hull forms accurate computational
tools are desirable over model test experiments to avoid excessive model building and testing
costs. Empirical, potential flow and finite volume methods are the most widely used tools for
resistance prediction (Bertram, 2000). Empirical approaches being the cheapest to use, they
have mainly been developed for resistance prediction purposes of high-speed catamarans,
such as those of Sahoo et al. (2008), but their accuracy at medium and low speeds has been
unacceptable for design purposes. Potential flow methods are more promising as they resolve
the flow, but their application in the medium-speed range, such as by Salas et al. (2004),
have shown that the drag predictions around the drag hump are less accurate when compared
to experimental data, with reasons being that they are not able of inherently modelling the
transom ventilation process, wave breaking and viscous pressure losses (Bertram, 2000).
Finite volume approaches, such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based on RANS
equations (Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes) have been found to provide a good compromise
between computational resource requirements and achieved accuracy. Some researchers have
demonstrated the satisfactory prediction of hydrodynamic forces on catamarans at medium
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speeds (Zaghi et al., 2011; Haase et al., 2011; Haase et al., 2012a; He et al., 2011). However,
none of them investigated the capability of CFD of correctly predicting the partial transom
ventilation, which occurs at medium speeds for hulls with a deep transom (Doctors et al.,
2007), such as typical wave-piercing catamarans. Furthermore, CFD can provide better
insight into flow characteristics when compared with standard model test experiments. Other
important advantages of CFD over model test experiments are low model building costs, and
the ability to study ship hydrodynamics without violating scaling laws (Raven et al., 2008;
Haase et al., 2012a; Hochkirch and Mallol, 2013). Not only is the Froude number obeyed,
which characterises the effects of wave-making, but also viscous effects, as characterised by
the Reynolds number, such as friction on the wetted hull or flow separation (Bertram, 2000).
The Reynolds number is defined as:
Re =
V × L
ν
(1.6)
where V is the boat’s velocity, L the boat’s length and ν the kinematic viscosity. Nonetheless,
one drawback of full-scale modelling is a lack of confidence in results, as it is difficult to
validate them. Thus, a method needs to be developed that increases the confidence by
including a verification procedure into the prediction methodology.
In addition, if a surface vessel operates, or is model-tested, in shallow water its drag, especially
its wave-making drag, will increase (Tamura, 1972). Since medium-speed catamarans are
likely to operate at the speed range that leads to the highest wave-making, shallow water
may have a significant effect on their drag force. Powering requirements to maintain the
speed achieved in deep water may double (Griggs and Woo, 2005; Davidson et al., 2011a).
Hence, any resistance prediction tool needs to be able to correctly incorporate the effect of
restricted water on the overall drag force.
1.5 Research Objectives
It has been proposed that if high-speed catamarans evolve to large medium-speed catamarans
they can become highly fuel-efficient vessels and provide economically attractive and envi-
ronmentally sustainable fast sea transportation (Davidson et al., 2011b). However, since the
hydrodynamic regime at medium-speed is considerably different from the high-speed one, ap-
propriate hull form characteristics need to be established because the currently available data
is insufficient to efficiently design such vessels. To investigate the effects of different hull form
characteristics on the vessel performance, accurate and resource efficient resistance prediction
tools are required to evaluate the impact of even small changes in hull geometry. Therefore,
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this study will investigate how current knowledge can be applied for the hydrodynamic design
of large medium-speed catamarans to obtain initial values for hull from properties to provide
minimum resistance. This research will also focus on the application of computational fluid
dynamics for calm water performance prediction of full-scale catamarans in deep and shallow
water and how these simulations can be verified and validated. Once a numerical model
is established a hull form series will be developed and tested for the effect of variations in
slenderness ratios, demihull separation, displacement and speed on the performance of the
vessel. These results will then allow the derivation of conclusions for design guidelines for
large medium-speed catamarans with high transport efficiency.
This thesis aims to answer the following research questions:
 To what extent can the current state of knowledge contribute to designing hull forms
for medium-speed catamarans with minimum resistance?
 How can computational fluid dynamics be verified and validated to accurately predict
the resistance force of a full-scale large medium-speed catamaran?
 How can finite water depth and width in operation and model testing of large medium-
speed catamarans be quantified and taken into account when predicting full scale per-
formance?
 How can the stagnant flow past a partially ventilated transom stern be investigated
and characterised?
 What are desirable values for hull form parameters such as demihull slenderness, demi-
hull separation ratio and transom immersion for providing low resistance and high
transport efficiency for large medium-speed catamarans?
Each question has been addressed in a separate chapter of this thesis.
1.6 Thesis Layout
This thesis follows a thesis by publication strategy, which implies that each chapter stands as
an independent research paper that has been published, has been accepted for publication,
or is currently in the revision process.
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Chapter 1 General information on the current state of the art of large medium-speed
catamarans and the scope of this research is outlined.
Chapter 2 Focussing on the issue of determining hull form parameters which provide
low drag, the literature has been reviewed and appropriate hull form coefficients have been
derived. Also, a design case has been set up to establish if either a wide and short or a long
and slender catamaran layout is suitable for carrying a certain payload on a required size of
deck area. This was achieved by extrapolating existing experimental data from a hull form
series with constant deadweight and constant deck area, but varied slenderness and demihull
separation ratios, to full-scale to evaluate the transport efficiency of different configurations.
Finally, by using the presented methodology, a hull form for a large medium-speed catamaran
at a certain speed has been derived which maximises transport efficiency.
Chapter 3 An approach to utilise CFD simulations in conjunction with model test exper-
iments is introduced to predict the full-scale drag of a large catamaran. It is verified with
model test experiments and the resulting full-scale drag is validated with extrapolated model
test data and results from sea trial measurements of large catamarans at medium-speeds.
The key advantage of this novel method is that for verification at model scale and prediction
at full scale identical computational meshes can be used.
Chapter 4 The developed CFD approach is now applied for the full-scale performance
prediction for vessels operating in shallow water. Steady and unsteady shallow water effects
are discussed including depth and width requirements for scale models in deep and shallow
water to minimise unfavourable finite water effects. Furthermore by comparing CFD results
to extrapolated model test data, conclusions for powering and full-scale drag prediction are
drawn.
Chapter 5 The flow around the transom stern of a medium-speed vessel is investigated
using CFD at model and full-scale, and experimental techniques. Observations of experiments
and simulations are compared and distinctive flow features are characterised for the partially
ventilated state. The process of quasi-steady transom ventilation is shown.
Chapter 6 The drag of a series of full-scale catamarans of lengths from 110 m to 190 m,
but with similar payload capacities, is studied using the developed CFD approach. Each
length corresponds to a certain slenderness ratio of the demihull, where the demihull and
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overall beam of the vessel remains constant. The full-scale prediction approach is utilised
to investigate the vessel performance at Froude numbers ranging from 0.25 < Fr < 0.49 to
derive the most appropriate slenderness ratios for lowest drag and highest transport efficiency
for large medium-speed catamarans operating around the drag hump speed.
Chapter 7 The main findings of the above chapters are summarised, and the limitations
and implications of the work are stated. An outlook for future research directions is also
given.
1.7 Contribution to Contemporary Ship Hydrodynamics
The key contribution of this work is the development of a new approach to utilise CFD sim-
ulations, in conjunction with model-scale experiments, to accurately predict full-scale vessel
drag. This technique can be used for model-ship extrapolation without needing empirical
input such as model-ship correlation lines, a form factor or corrections for finite waters, or
surface roughness allowance. Alternatively, it can be utilised as an approach for hull form
studies at full-scale Reynolds numbers, once a base model has been verified by model test
experiments. The method has been successfully validated using sea trial data from existing
large catamarans.
Investigations on the calm water resistance in restricted waters have shown that finite water
effects, including steady ones like increasing drag and unsteady ones such as an increase
in the period of disturbing oscillations in drag and running attitude, can be replicated in
CFD when compared to model test experiments and full-scale ship data. While the unsteady
effects are especially an issue during transient drag prediction, as less than a full cycle of the
oscillation may be recorded, the steady effects may lead to a doubling in power requirements
if the vessel operates in shallow water. Hence, the numerical tool can be used to predict the
drag of the ship in shallow water and also to appropriately size a physical test model to avoid
undesirable finite water effects.
Furthermore, this research has derived appropriate design parameters such as demihull slen-
derness, demihull separation and transom immersion ratio for large medium-speed cata-
marans, based initially on a literature survey and subsequently through a comprehensive
numerical study of a medium-speed hull form family. The latter provides information on a
design space that has not been covered by earlier studies and hence provides novel insights
into the design of medium-speed catamarans with low drag. The results will allow boat
designers to choose appropriate hull form parameters for hulls with minimum resistance, or
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highest transport efficiency, for economic benefits and ecologically sustainable vessels with
the length of 110 m to 190 m that operate at Froude numbers of Fr = 0.25− 0.49.
The investigation of the flow past a partially ventilated transom showed that numerical
simulations can replicate the flow characteristics in the stagnant area and the quasi-steady
process of ventilation. It also demonstrated that full ventilation occurs at lower speeds at
full-scale Reynolds numbers. It has been shown that differences in transom ventilation at
constant speed induce significant differences in drag that vanish in fully wet or dry stages.
The outcomes of this thesis is of particular interest to naval architects involved in designing
large catamarans for fast sea transportation, to ship hydrodynamicists who evaluate the
performance of full-scale ships based on model test results, to maritime engineers using CFD
simulations for performance predictions of full-scale appliances, to towing tank operators who
determine appropriate model sizes based on speed and towing tank dimensions.
1.8 Statement of Contribution
1.8.1 Candidate’s Responsibility
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CHAPTER 3. COMPUTATIONAL FULL-SCALE RESISTANCE PREDICTION
Abstract
A novel CFD-based approach is presented that is used in conjunction with model test ex-
periments to predict ship resistance at full-scale Reynolds and Froude numbers. It relies on
verification using model scale experiments, including an agreement of integrated shear force
with established model-ship correlation lines at model and full-scale, and includes surface
roughness effects. One major advantage of the method is that the geometric dimensions of
the CFD modelling remain at model scale. CFD simulation results were successfully verified
considering the drag of two different catamarans at 1:22 and 1:50 model scale. Furthermore,
it is shown that an identical near-wall mesh can be used for both model and full-scale simu-
lations without compromising the accuracy of the shear force. At full-scale the deviation of
resistance between CFD prediction, model test extrapolation and full-scale measurements of
a 98 m catamaran was as low as 5% at F r = 0.40 and 0.43. For a novel 130 m catamaran
variations in full-scale drag for a smooth hull were also less than 5% when comparing ex-
trapolated model scale experiments and CFD predictions. However, at such large Reynolds
numbers CFD predictions for correlation and roughness allowance were significantly higher
compared to estimates proposed in ITTC guidelines.
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3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 it has been shown that for fast catamarans the transport efficiency, can be
significantly increased by increasing size and reducing speed, which aligns with the findings
of Davidson et al. (2011b). An image of this novel type of ship is presented in Figure 3.1.
However, due to the novelty of this vessel type, experience in applying appropriate resistance
prediction methods is lacking and therefore in the preliminary design phase of such vessels
it is not currently possible for designers to confidently predict their resistance and hence
powering requirements. A novel approach based on computational fluid dynamics aided by
model test experiments has been developed and is presented here. It has been validated by
successfully comparing results with predictions from extrapolated model test data and results
from full-scale sea trials.
For a new class of ship there are several reasons why the accuracy of predicted full-scale resis-
tance values, that are based on extrapolated model test data using the procedures established
by the International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC), should be questioned. Particularly
since no model-ship correlation data will be available to correctly predict full-scale drag
based on model test results the extrapolation process is at the moment necessarily based on
empirical input (Bertram, 2000).
Firstly, whilst recommended procedures and guidelines for full-scale resistance prediction
based on model test extrapolation have been established by the ITTC for both conventional
(7.5-02-03-01.4) and high-speed craft (7.5-02-05-01), they do not include explicit details on
an approach for medium-speed catamarans. Even though medium-speed catamarans will
operate at speeds of 20–35 knots, which are typical for conventional monohull ferries, their
slender demihulls in close proximity of each other are rather a feature of high-speed craft.
However, their hull forms and operating environment are quite different when compared to
contemporary high-speed catamarans. The demihulls of medium-speed vessels have more
convex buttock lines and significantly reduced transom immersion to account for operating
around hump speed, where wave-making usually dominates the overall resistance. Therefore
they cannot be clearly categorised as either high-speed craft nor conventional vessels.
Secondly, in the conventional resistance extrapolation approach of ITTC (7.5-02-03-01.4),
which was based on the original proposal of (Froude, 1874), the total drag force is decomposed
into the frictional component CF ×(1+k) and a residuary component CR. CF solely depends
on Reynolds number, (1 + k) is a function of hull form geometry and CR depends on Froude
number and hull form geometry. The first two are assumed to be independent of the Froude
number, while the latter two are assumed to be independent of hull size and Reynolds number.
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However, in this study it was found that at medium speeds the Froude number also has
an influence on the vessel’s shear force, which is presented in Section 6.3.2. This can be
understood as a form effect due to changes in the running attitude and waterline around
the vessel. Traditionally the form effect is accounted for by the form factor (1 + k), which
is estimated at Fr → 0. A large bow down trim is required to assure the dry transom
condition is achieved to estimate the form factor according to ITTC guidelines. However,
this corresponds to an impractical floating condition, which is an unrealistic ship operation
and may lead to inapplicable values of (1+k). Alternatively, an empirically determined value
for (1 + k) may be chosen (Lafeber et al., 2008). Furthermore, an effect of Reynolds number
on the Froude dependent part of the total resistance is also expected, because the pressure
recovery at the stern is potentially influenced by the boundary layer thickness.
Thirdly, to predict full-scale resistance from model test experiments a model-ship correlation
line is used which is made up of the friction line of Hughes (1954) and an inherently in-
cluded form factor of 12%. Furthermore, either an experience-based correlation allowance is
added that takes the scale factor, hull surface roughness, ship type and other scaling effects
into account. Alternatively, an empirical allowance can be estimated for conventional ships,
which according to ITTC guidelines is based on surface roughness, ship length and full-scale
Reynolds number. For this novel type of vessel it is assumed that the available data for the
experience-based determination of factors for model-ship correlation will not be sufficiently
accurate, because the ships are significantly different in hull form and size when compared
to current fast ferries or high-speed catamarans.
Finally, the ITTC recommended procedures imply that the total resistance coefficient (CTS)
is linearly decomposed. So that the same form factor (1 + k) is assumed to be valid for
all Froude numbers, that the residuary resistance coefficient (CR) solely depends on Froude
number and will neither change with increasing Reynolds number and usually does not take
changing wetted surface area into account. The wave-pattern and hence wave-making resis-
tance is scaled linearly from model to full scale even though it is known that the Reynolds
number will affect the wave-making (Raven et al., 2008). Finally, simply extra drag due to
surface roughness (dCF ) or experience-based allowance (CAA) can be added.
CTs = (1 + k)× CF + CRm + CAA + dCF (3.1)
where it is assumed that the terms depend on:
(1 + k) = f(hull form)
CF = f(Re)
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CR = f(Fr, hull form)
dCF = f(surface roughness, ship length, Re)
CAA = f(Re or experience)
These four attributes of the ITTC-based extrapolation method emphasise the need for a tool
to predict the full-scale resistance of novel surface vessel and for medium-speed catamarans
in particular. An approach based on using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is instead
proposed. Raven et al. (2008) showed that CFD can be used to predict the ship performance
at both model-scale and full-scale and that a difference in drag force compared to ITTC
methods exists which is usually overcome by an empirical correlation allowance. Hochkirch
and Mallol (2013) highlighted that the consideration of varied Reynolds number is a key
advantage for CFD in full-scale powering prediction. However, validation of full-scale sim-
ulation may be difficult (Bertram, 2000) due to spatial requirements of the testing facilities
and experience in its applicability is currently insufficient.
3.1.1 Scope of Study
This study introduces an approach to run numerical simulations based on Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations at full-scale Froude and Reynolds numbers using meshes
whose spatial resolution has been verified at model scale. The shear force on smooth and
rough flat plates was verified over a large range of Reynolds numbers to derive near-hull mesh
parameters applicable for accurate simulations at model and full scale. Full-scale results were
validated by comparing them to extrapolated model test data and resistance derived from
power measurements of full-scale sea trials of a 98 m catamaran shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Proposed design of a 130 m medium-speed catamaran.
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Figure 3.2: Image of the 98 m INCAT high-speed catamaran.
3.2 Full-scale CFD Approach
CFD has been applied to full-scale ships scale ships including large high-speed catamarans
(Haase et al., 2012a). However, these results can be only directly validated when comparing
to the drag force obtained for the full-scale ship. Especially for large and fast vessels it is
considered to be impossible to conduct a full-scale towing test and alternatively the drag
force has to be derived from self-propelled sea trial measurements (Iliopulos et al., 2013).
Therefore, the novel full-scale CFD approach incorporates model test experiments to verify a
spatial resolution of the flow domain for a sufficiently accurate simulation. Also, the method
obeys conformity with established model-ship correlation or friction lines to conclude validity
of the drag force obtained for the full-scale vessel.
Before conducting simulations for the vessel at full-scale Reynolds numbers, the calm water
resistance of a scale model of the ship needs to be obtained through both numerical sim-
ulations and physical model test experiments at an identical model scale factor (λ). The
simulation procedure can be considered as being verified if the resulting total resistance, and
sinkage and trim agree with the experimentally measured values. Furthermore it is required
that the integral value of shear force over the wetted surface area is in agreement with estab-
lished model-ship correlation lines (CV = CF ). If the above agreements can be achieved, it is
assumed that the flow around the vessel and its physical effects on the hull are resolved with
sufficient accuracy and both pressure and shear force correctly predicted at model-scale.
The Reynolds number is then changed to its full-scale value by altering the viscosity of the
fluid. It is assumed that the accuracy of the pressure drag solely depends on the spatial
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domain resolution and is independent of Reynolds number. Without altering the linear
dimensions, flow velocity or spatial resolution of the initial mesh, a simulation at full-scale
Froude and Reynolds number can now be conducted. The fluid density remains unchanged
and the vessel’s displacement is kept constant. If again an agreement of the shear force
coefficient with values from established model-ship correlation lines is found (CV = CF )
and the pressure drag is close to the value predicted at model-scale Reynolds number, it was
assumed that the results are physically adequate. If required, the simulation can be continued
including a certain surface roughness applied to the ship hull to include the effect of paint
and marine growth on the total resistance force. With the simulation conducted at full-scale
Reynolds and Froude numbers the final results are readily applicable for the full-scale ship
when treated non-dimensionally. However, since they are geometrically at model-scale the
results need to be multiplied by λ3 and a relative change in density (ρSW /ρFW ) to obtain
the dimensional drag force for the full-scale ship. Figure 3.3 summarises the numerical
extrapolation process in a flow chart.
seeking
full-scale
resistance
CFD simulation
at model scale
agreement 
CFD vs EXP
agreement
CV = CF
agreement
CV = CF
CFD simulation
at full-scale Re
include hull
roughness
full-scale
resistance
no
nono
yes
yes
yes
multiply result
by λ3, ρSW/ρFW
assumption:
accuracy of pressure drag 
independent of Re
assumption:
pressure and shear drag
correctly predicted 
model test 
experiment
Figure 3.3: Flowchart to obtain full-scale resistance using computational grids verified at
model scale. Top row contains simulations at model scale, middle row shows the assumptions
made and bottom row contains simulations at full-scale Reynolds numbers.
Compared to the ITTC procedure, the numerical approach decomposes the resistance into
normal (CPr) and tangential stresses (CV ), whereas both can freely change with changing
Froude number, Reynolds number and hull form:
CT = CPr + CV
CPr, CV = f(Fr, Re, hull form)
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Furthermore, empirical corrections for surface roughness, finite water effects or form effects
are not necessary as they are inherently included in the numerical model when solving the
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations for the flow around the ship hull.
3.2.1 Numerical Simulation Tool
The transient solver interDyMFoam of the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox (version 2.3) was used
for solving the RANS equations in this study unless stated otherwise. It features viscous
free-surface flows and 6 degree of freedom motion to allow dynamic trim and sinkage of the
vessel. k-ω-SST (shear stress transport) turbulence model and standard wall functions were
used throughout, where wall shear stress was computed using tools from OpenFOAM version
2.0.
3.2.2 Computational Mesh Generation Strategy
The computational domain was discretised using the OpenFOAM toolbox meshing tools,
including blockMesh, snappyHexMesh and refineMesh. It is based on a block-structured
background mesh of where local refinements were made by hexagonal cell cuts, which feature
hanging nodes to represent the port side of the catamaran. The distance from the demihull
to the inlet as well as the width and depth of the domain was set to one hull length, and the
outlet was set three ship lengths aft of the demihull. For verification with model test data, the
depth and width was modelled according to the towing tank dimensions. Local refinements
were made at the free-surface, in close proximity to the hull, between the demihulls, and at
an area at which the Kelvin wave pattern was expected. A mesh of mainly cubic cells was
developed around a model, which was longitudinally compressed by factor of four. Finally
the mesh was longitudinally stretched by factor of four to obtain the desired dimensions.
This meshing strategy allowed cells stretched in the main flow direction to keep the Courant
number low and have a high concentration of cells in areas were high flow gradients or phase
changes develop. The first cell height was chosen according to the results from Section 3.4
and set to values around y1 = 0.6× L× 10−3 for both model and full-scale simulations with
a cell expansion ratio of ry = 1.2.
To identify the required number of cells a fine, medium and coarse grid were generated for
the 130 m catamaran and the resulting drag force determined. The meshes consisted of 660k,
900k and 1.3M cells. Figure 3.4 shows the principle layout of cell refinement regions for the
coarse mesh. Based on the results of the mesh refinement study, a typical size of 900k cells
was chosen where for the 98 m and 130 m hull identical mesh strategies were used.
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Figure 3.4: Mesh layout shown for the coarse mesh and the 130 m catamaran.
3.2.3 Verification and Validation
Before conducting CFD simulations at full-scale Reynolds numbers, the computational set-
up was verified by using model-scale experiments to assure an adequate spatial resolution of
the computational domain at model scale. In the current research the verification is based
on towing tank experiments of a 1:50 130 m medium-speed (Davidson et al., 2011b) and 1:22
98 m high-speed catamaran (Zu¨rcher, 2015) at Froude numbers of Fr = 0.2 − 0.5. Results
are presented in the Section on Verification of CFD Simulations, more particularly in Section
3.3.3 and 3.3.4. The capability of accurately resolving boundary layer flows including surface
roughness over a wide range of Reynolds numbers (6.5 < log(Re) < 9.75) is demonstrated in
Section 3.4 (Verification of Near-Wall Flow). Finally, the full-scale drag value of the 98 m
catamaran was validated based on power measurements from sea trials and furthermore, CFD
predictions for both vessels were validated based on extrapolated model test data following
ITTC guidelines (7.5-02-03-01.4). Results are presented in Section 3.5.4 entitled Comparison
of Full-scale Drag for 98 m Catamaran.
3.3 Verification of CFD Simulations
Towing tank results of a 1:50 scale model of a 130 m medium-speed catamaran Davidson
et al. (2011b) at displacement conditions corresponding to L/∇1/3dh = 11.7 and results of a
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Figure 3.5: Half model of the 98 m catamaran as it was tested in the AMC towing tank.
98 m catamaran at 1:22 model scale by Zu¨rcher (2015) were used to verify the accuracy
of the CFD simulations. Both sets of experiments were conducted in the towing tank of
the Australian Maritime College which is 100 m long, 1.6 m deep and 3.55 m wide, and
both model were towed along the proposed thrust line. For the latter, the displacement
was in accordance to a demihull slenderness of L/∇1/3dh = 10.2. Due to width restrictions
in the towing tank only half of the hull was modelled for the 98 m vessel as can be seen in
Fihgure 3.5 and consequently a single demihull was tested in close proximity to the tank wall
where reflecting waves account for the hydrodynamic interaction of the opposing demihulls
Zu¨rcher et al. (2013). The distance of the demihull to the wall equalled half the demihull
separation distance, an approach that was successfully utilised previously by Rovere (1997).
The uncertainty for the 98 m model was reported to decrease from 3 – 1% for Froude numbers
increasing from 0.2 – 0.4 (Zu¨rcher, 2015). The main concern about this half-model approach
is the limited water depth and tank length, which lead to the study in Chapter 4.
3.3.1 Mesh Sensitivity Study
The influence of the cell count on the resistance was studied using the 130 m medium-speed
catamaran. Computational meshes of different spatial resolution ranging from 660k to 1.3M
cells were investigated. When compared to the results for the finest mesh, the drag force
obtained from the coarsest mesh deviated less than 1% for Fr = 0.37 and less than 2.5% for
Fr = 0.45, and the medium sized mesh differed by no more than 0.5% at both speeds. In
an earlier study Haase et al. (2012a) it was shown that accurate predictions can be made
for catamarans at medium speeds over a wide range of Froude and Reynolds numbers using
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comparable mesh sizes to the ones used in the current study. The same meshing routine has
been used for both vessels as their principal hull form features are similar.
3.3.2 Presentation of Results
Comparisons of resistance determined by CFD and model test experiments are presented in
Figure 3.6 and 3.8. While results from model test experiments are presented using hollow
markers, where those of subsequent speeds were connected with thin lines for better readabil-
ity, CFD results are shown by vertical bars. The total resistance (RT ) obtained from CFD
was divided into a normal pressure contribution (RP ) and one from tangential stresses (RV ).
In contrast, the experimentally determined drag force (RT ) was decomposed into residuary
resistance (RR) and frictional resistance (RF ) as estimated by using the ITTC model-ship
correlation line. Resistance force, including its subdivisions, was non-dimensionalised by
displacement, density, and gravity and further divided by Froude number squared.
3.3.3 Model-Scale Results of 98 m Catamaran
The 1:22 scale model of the 98 m vessel was simulated at Fr = 0.2, 0.31, 0.40 and 0.43
which corresponds to Reynolds numbers of log(Re) = 6.8 − 7.1. The results of numerical
resistance predictions and model scale measurements are shown in Figure 3.6 where CFD
under-estimated the total drag force by less than 5%, 8%, 8% and 2% for the respective
speeds. The shear force over the wetted hull deviated by less than 10% from that predicted
by ITTC model-ship correlation line, where a difference from that line was assumed to result
from changing flow around the hull due to wave making, and sinkage and trim rather than
uncertainties in the prediction methodology. The deep transom of the vessel leads to a major
resistance hump around Fr = 0.3 that is not due to the interference of bow and stern wave
systems, but rather is related to transom drag, as this contributes the majority of the pressure
drag, as further discussed in Section 5.4.4. Figure 3.7 shows that sinkage and trim predicted
by CFD and model test experiments show similar trends. However, the numerically predicted
trim is up to 30% larger than the value measured in experiments and sinkage is up to twice as
large as that found in the model scale experiments for Fr ≤ 0.4. It should be noted that the
towing tank length was a critical factor during data acquisition, because unsteady resistance
effects occurred. ITTC guidelines (7.5-02-02-01) recommend to run the model for at least 5
cycles of those oscillations. However, due to the current set-up the number of recorded cycles
was 3 for Fr = 0.31 and only half a cycle was resolved for Fr = 0.43. Therefore, deviations
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Figure 3.6: Resistance and its components was non-dimensionalised by displacement, density,
gravity and further divided by Froude number squared. Drag for 98 m high-speed catamaran
at 1:22 model scale determined by CFD (shown as vertical bars) and physical towing tank
experiments (shown as hollow markers).
between fully converged solution from CFD simulations and model test experiments were
expected.
3.3.4 Model-Scale Results of 130 m Catamaran
The calm water resistance for a 1:50 scale model of the 130 m catamaran was predicted
for Fr = 0.31 − 0.51, which corresponds to Reynolds numbers of log(Re) = 6.5 − 6.9.
The resulting total drag force is generally lower than that determined in the model test
experiments by less than 4%, and the integral of shear stresses deviated by less than 3.5%
from the ITTC model-ship correlation line. At Fr = 0.30 and 0.45 a hump in the resistance
curve can be seen with a hollow at Fr = 0.37 (Figure 3.8). Furthermore, the change in
dynamic attitude is well predicted by the simulation tool as shown in Figure 3.9.
3.4 Verification of Near-Wall Flow
To assess the changes in shear force coefficient with varied Reynolds number, and the con-
formity with established model-ship correlation or friction lines, the integral value of shear
force coefficient over a two-dimensional flat plate was studied using CFD. The steady state
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Figure 3.7: Sinkage and trim for 98 m high-speed catamaran at 1:22 model scale determined
by CFD (shown as vertical bars) and physical towing tank experiments (shown as hollow
markers).
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Figure 3.9: Sinkage and trim for 130 m medium-speed catamaran at 1:50 model scale de-
termined by CFD (shown as vertical bars) and physical towing tank experiments (shown as
hollow markers).
solver simpleFoam of the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox version 2.3 utilising SIMPLE algorithm
(semi-implicit pressure-linked equation) was used for this study with standard wall function
to model the near wall flow.
The flow over the flat plate was assumed to be two-dimensional to achieve an efficient sim-
ulation for a large number of variations and was conducted for log(Re) = 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.75,
9.25, and 9.75 that correlates to Froude numbers of 0.2 to 0.5 for hull lengths of 2.5 to
200 m. This range therefore encompassed large medium-speed catamarans at both model
and full scale. The flow was set to enter the domain two chord lengths in front of the leading
edge of the plate and to leave five chord lengths behind the trailing edge. A free-slip wall
was set one chord length opposite from the plate to bound the flow. According to White
(2003) the turbulent boundary layer thickness for unity chord length was estimated to be:
yBL = 0.382×Re1/5.
Reynolds number was effectively varied by changing kinematic viscosity, while speed and
length were set to unity. Within the estimated zone of boundary layer thickness a finite
number of cells was distributed with cell expansion ratios of ry = 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.5.
Longitudinally the plate was resolved with 150 cells (Kouh et al., 2009), which was found to
be sufficient for a mesh independent solution.
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Usually, the dimensionless first cell height is expressed in terms of y+, which conveys the
distance from the wall based on the boundary layer characteristics. Resolving the boundary
layer flow with y+ = 1, where the velocity increases linearly with increasing distance from
the wall, would require a relatively small first cell height that results in a very fine boundary
layer mesh for flows at high Reynolds numbers. It can be shown that y1 scales with Re
−0.93
which leads to a first cell height of 1,000 times finer at log(Re) = 9.75 compared to log(Re) =
6.5, which would increase the computational resource requirements and may cause numerical
issues due to high aspect ratio cells (Stern et al., 2013). However, when using wall functions,
the first cell height has to reach into the boundary layer where a logarithmic velocity applies.
The y+ of this region increases with increasing Reynolds number and reaches an order of
magnitude of 2 at model-scale Reynolds number and an order of magnitude of 4 at full-scale
Reynolds numbers. Therefore, the first cell height was made dimensionless by geometric
means such as the plate length to achieve values that were comparable over a wide range of
Reynolds numbers.
The results were compared against other experimentally and numerically derived friction
lines, as well as model-ship correlation lines such as that of ITTC, noting that correlation
lines express the change in viscous effects rather than the plain shear force on smooth flat
plate. The value of numerically determined shear force coefficient (CV ) depends on the
geometric properties of the computational grid, such as the first cell height (y1) and cell
expansion ratio (ry = yi+1/yi) as previously shown by Eca and Hoekstra (2008). The present
results led to the conclusion that for ry = 1 a value of y1 delivering the highest wall shear
stress coefficient (CV max) was the most accurate value and was used as a reference value
to quantify the deviation in shear force coefficient for varying mesh parameters. Figures
3.10a -3.10c show the deviation of shear force coefficient with varying y1 values for a range
of cell expansion ratios and clearly indicate that both parameters influence the shear force
coefficient. For ry = 1, y1 can be varied over a relatively wide range while still providing
higher accuracy than could be ideally achieved with higher ry values. However, if a certain
deviation is acceptable, larger ry values for resource sustainable meshes may be chosen. The
first cell height providing the highest shear stress was found to be y1/L× 103 = 1.7, 1.0 and
0.5 for log(Re) = 6.5, 7.5 and 9.75, respectively.
This proves that an increase in Reynolds number requires a lower first cell height when using
a wall function, but at a considerably lesser extent compared to when a wall function is not
used. In addition it was found that the sensitivity towards increased ry values decreases
for higher Reynolds numbers. Meshes of y1/L × 103 = 0.5 − 1.0 with ry ≤1.2 can provide
shear force coefficients with less than 2% deviation from the maximum achievable value for
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Figure 3.10: Effect of varying mesh resolution on shear force coefficient for flow over flat
plate at log(Re) = 6.5, 7.5, 9.75 (from top to bottom). Vertical line indicates first cell height
for highest achievable shear stress.
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Figure 3.11: Deviation in shear force coefficient for most appropriate y1 for varying cell
expansion ratios at different Reynolds numbers.
the entire range of Reynolds numbers under consideration. This leads to the conclusion
that the same mesh in the proximity of the wall can be used for both model and full-scale
simulations provided that the first node height is chosen correctly. The relative deviation of
shear force with respect to the highest achievable shear force with a certain cell expansion
ratio was plotted at different Reynolds numbers (Figure 3.11). The curves show that the
deviation at a certain cell expansion ratio is always lower at higher Reynolds numbers and
leads to the conclusion that full-scale predictions are less sensitive to variations in near wall
mesh properties. Even for the relatively large cell expansion ratio of ry = 1.5 the shear
force deviates only 1% from its most desirable solution. Therefore, at full scale higher cell
expansion ratios may be allowed to reduce the cell count compared to simulations at model
scale.
Finally, the results of shear force coefficient were compared to established friction and model-
ship correlation lines such as those of ITTC (7.5-02-03-01.4) and Hughes (1954), Grigson
(1999), and Katsui et al. (2005) Eca and Hoekstra (2008). The first four lines are defined as:
CF (ITTC) =
0.075
(log(Re)− 2)2
CF (Hughes) =
0.067
(log(Re)− 2)2
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Figure 3.12: Results for shear force coefficient from present study compared to established
correlation lines for model-ship extrapolation over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
CF (Grigson) = fG × CF (ITTC)
fG =
{
G1 +G2 (log(Re)− F1)2 −G3 (log(Re)− F1)4 , for 6 ≤ log(Re) ≤ 7.3
G4 +G5 (log(Re)− F2)−G6 (log(Re)− F2)2 , for 7.3 ≤ log(Re) ≤ 9
G1−6 = [0.93; 0.1377; 0.06334; 1.032; 0.081;−0.003273] F1−2 = [6.3; 8.0]
CF (Katsui) =
0.0066577
(log(Re)− 4.3762)α
α = log(Re) + 0.56725
The line of Eca and Hoekstra (2008) was derived using CFD without using wall functions.
The lines are compared in Figure 3.12 where good agreement between the current method
and the results of Eca and Hoekstra were found over the whole range of Reynolds numbers.
At model scale agreement with Hughes line was observed and at full-scale with the lines of
ITTC, Katsui and Eca and Hoekstra.
3.4.1 Shear Force on Rough Flat Plate
A full-scale ship hull cannot be assumed to be hydraulically smooth, as its surface contains
roughness due to paint, marine growth, plate dents and weld seams (Guiard et al., 2013;
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Walker et al., 2014). In the numerical model the effect of surface roughness on the boundary
layer flow was implemented Tapia (2009) and applied to the flat plate in terms of equivalent
sand grain roughness height (kS). Roughness values of kS/L = 1× 10−6 (SR1) and 2× 10−6
(SR2) were chosen which correspond to a 100 µm and 200 µm sand grain roughness on 100 m
long ship hull. In the range of full-scale Reynolds number (8 < log(Re) < 10) prediction
for the shear force coefficient was made using CFD, ITTC (7.5-02-03-01.4) and an empirical
estimate of Schlichting (1979). The latter assumes a fully rough wall for which the local
friction coefficient solely depends on the surface roughness and not on the Reynolds number:
Cf = (1.89− 1.62 log(kS/L))− 2.5
Figure 3.13 shows that for CFD predictions at log(Re) = 8.25−9.25 the shear force coefficient
increases with increasing Reynolds number. It branches from the curve of the shear force
coefficient for a smooth flat plate and increases towards the value determined by Schlichting
for a fully rough plate which corresponds to literature (White, 2003). For log(Re) ≤ 9.25
predictions by CFD and Schlichting agree well and therefore it is assumed that the predictions
are physically adequate. Contrary, the ITTC prediction for a rough surface monotonically
decreases with increasing Reynolds number over the whole range of consideration. However,
at log(Re) = 8.75 the predictions by ITTC and CFD are of comparable magnitude, whereas
at lower Reynolds numbers ITTC predicts a larger impact of roughness on the drag force
and a lower impact at higher Reynolds numbers. The relative increase in shear force for
a relative roughness of kS/L= 1 ×10−6 (SR1) and 2 ×10−6 (SR2) referring to equivalent
sand grain roughness with respect to a smooth plate can be seen in Figure 3.14. This
highlights the contrary trend of the shear force coefficient between numerical prediction and
empirical estimate of ITTC for Reynolds numbers exceeding log(Re) > 9. Furthermore the
range of Reynolds numbers for a 98 m and a 130 m at medium-speed Froude numbers of
Fr = 0.35 − 0.45 were plotted to illustrate that the adverse effect of surface roughness is
expected to be more pronounced at larger vessels or higher speeds. At log(Re) = 9.25 the
values from CFD and Schlichting is larger by 18% and 27% for a roughness of kS/L = 1×10−6
and 2 ×10−6, respectively. This emphasises that the ITTC value may either be only valid
for a small range of Reynolds numbers or already includes a correlation allowance factor.
3.5 Validation of Full-scale Drag
Sea trial data and extrapolated model test data was used to validate the full-scale CFD
predictions. Full-scale speeds of 12, 18, 23.5 and 25 knots for the 98 m catamaran were
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considered which correspond to the model scale results at Fr = 0.20, 0.31, 0.40 and 0.43.
The drag for the 130 m catamaran was predicted at hollow and hump conditions Fr = 0.37
and 0.45 which equals 25 and 30 knots for the full scale vessel. Reynolds numbers range from
log(Re) = 8.8− 9.3 when considering both cases.
3.5.1 Drag Force from Full-scale Sea Trials
Full-scale sea trials of a 98 m high-speed catamaran were conducted in the Gulf of Mexico,
80 nautical miles off the coast from Ingleside, Texas in November 2004 and the shaft power
and associated speed was reported by Griggs and Woo (2005). The water was reported to
be sufficiently deep (h/L > 10) and the weather marginal corresponding to a high sea state
2 with observed wind speeds below 25 knots and waves of 5 ft at a 7 s period . Shaft power
was obtained for all four water jets using Sensotec clamp-on torsionmeters and averaged for
each run. 2 – 3 runs per powering condition were then averaged to yield the final value. The
torque measurement uncertainty was reported to be not exceeding 2% and the uncertainty
of vessel and shaft speed measurement below 0.25%.
When referring to the thrust curves of the waterjet propulsors, which were made available
by the manufacturer, the measured delivered power for a certain speed could be associated
to a nominal thrust per waterjet unit. The obtained thrust value was considered as being
equal to the resistance as it was assumed that both the thrust deduction and wake fraction
were negligible, as proposed by Iliopulos et al. (2013).
3.5.2 Extrapolation of Model Test Data
Extrapolation for Deep Water
The measurements from the physical model test were extrapolated using the ITTC guidelines
for conventional vessels (7.5-02-02-01.4) and high-speed marine vessels (HSMV) (7.5-02-05-
01). The difference between the two methods is in their respective approaches to using a
form factor, which is not recommended when utilising guidelines for HSMV due to the flow
past a deep, dry transom and hence (1 + k) is set as 1.0. The total resistance coefficient was
calculated by:
CTs = CTm((1 + k)× (CFmCFs) + dCF + CA + CAAS
where CTm is the total resistance coefficient at model scale, CF is the frictional resistance
according to the model-ship correlation line of ITTC (7.5-02-02-01), dCF the roughness
allowance, CA the correlation allowance and CAAS the air resistance coefficient. The latter
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coefficients can be determined as:
dCF = 0.044
(
(kS/L)
1/3 − 10Re−1/3
)
+ 0.000125
CA = (5.68− 0.6 log(Re))× 10−3
CAAS = CDA× ρair/ρwater ×Aproj/SW
where kS is the surface roughness which is assumed to be 100 and 200 µm, L the ship
length, CDA the drag coefficient of the superstructure which was assumed to be CDA = 0.446
for a typical INCAT high-speed catamarans and a projected area of the superstructure of
Aproj = 0.04 L
2 (Oura and Ikeda, 2008). SW denotes the wetted surface area. As an
alternative, the Grigson line (Grigson, 1999) was utilised for model ship correlation, but
the value of extrapolated resistance was between that of the two methods presented above,
differing by 2 − 3% for the speeds under consideration whereas a form factor higher than
unity leads to lower results.
Finite Depth Corrections
For the model tests of the 98 m vessel the depth Froude number for the current case was
relatively high (Frh ≤ 0.75) and ITTC recommended procedures (7.5-02-02-01.4) were con-
sulted for a correction of the model test experiments. The approach of Schuster (1956) was
considered to correct the model test data for finite water effects such as blockage and in-
creased wave-making to make the test data recorded in finite water applicable for unbounded
water cases. The method considers the relative change of effective velocity (du/U) around
the ship model, such as:
CT = RT /
(
ρ/2U2 (1 + du/U)2 SW
)
(3.2)
where du/U is given by
du/U = m/(1−m− Fr2h) + (1−RF /RT ) 2/3 Fr10h (3.3)
with m = AX/(b× h). This formula predicts an increase in residuary resistance of 3% at Fr
= 0.31 and 15% at Fr = 0.43 due to finite water effects. Since the finite water effects appear
not to be negligible for the current case, this approach was utilised for extrapolation of the
model-test data of the 98 m high-speed catamaran.
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3.5.3 Full-scale CFD Results
The full-scale resistance from the CFD data was obtained by repeating the simulations using
model-scale dimensions at full-scale Reynolds numbers, with an extended domain to ensure
that finite water effects did not significantly affect the results. The depth of the domain
was extended to h/L = 1.0 in accordance with ITTC guidelines (7.5-03-02-03) and surface
roughness was taken into account in the numerical model (Tapia, 2009). Since the original
surface roughness of the full-scale vessel at the time of operation was unknown, the values
of kS = 100 and 200 µm were used. Whilst according to ITTC recommended procedures
(7.5-02-02-01.4), 150 µm should be chosen if the exact value is not known, using two values
allows an estimate of varied surface roughness on the effective power, as the boundary layer
around the ship is influenced by hull imperfections that add to the initial surface roughness,
such as due to weld lines, plate dents, difference in plate thickness and marine growth.
A correction for air drag was added in an identical approach to that for the extrapolated
model test data. This resistance component could also have been determined using CFD, but
that was considered as being beyond the scope of this work. Furthermore, the air drag was
neither subject to laminar-turbulent transition effects nor Froude number dependent scaling
and therefore the current approach is considered to be appropriate.
3.5.4 Comparison of Full-scale Drag for 98 m Catamaran
A detailed comparison of resistance from the different prediction methods including 100
and 200 µm surface roughness can be seen in Figure 3.15. The resistance was subdivided as
specified in section 3.2 with additionally taking into account the drag due to surface roughness
(RdCF (ITTC)), correlation allowance (RA (ITTC)) and wind drag due to the superstructure
(RAA (ITTC)), as proposed by ITTC (7.5-02-02-01.4). In the numerical simulation the drag
due to surface roughness (RdCF (CFD)) was determined by the difference in drag due to
tangential stresses for cases with and without surface roughness included, as it cannot be
separately isolated.
For speeds at Fr = 0.20 and 0.31 the CFD prediction was below the result obtained from
power measurements of sea trials by 20 – 23% and 5 – 10% depending on the surface roughness
applied. For Fr = 0.40 and 0.43 the drag obtained from CFD deviated by 1 – 5% and -3 –
3%, respectively. For the latter two speeds the extrapolated model test data was within the
numerically predicted values. Numerical differences of the different prediction methods are
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Table 3.1: Relative deviation of predicted drag for 98 m catamaran using CFD and extrap-
olated model test data corrected for shallow water by the approach of Schuster (1956) with
and without form factor with respect to drag derived from full-scale powering measurements.
kS of 100 µm and 200 µm was considered.
Relative deviation of total resisitance
CFD prediction and extrapolated model tests vs
results from sea trials measurements
CFD | ITTC extrapol. model test
Speed (1 + k) N/A | 1.0 1.18
[kn] kS 100 µm 200 µm | 100 µm 200 µm
12 -0.234 -0.197 -0.406 -0.399 -0.438
18 -0.098 -0.050 -0.125 -0.117 -0.158
23.5 0.005 0.049 0.009 0.018 -0.030
25 -0.026 0.030 0.007 0.017 -0.031
presented in Table 3.1. The deviations are relative to the value obtained from the sea trial
measurements and expressed as: RT (CFD)/RT (sea trial) − 1.
The differences in resistance components are summarised in Table 3.2. For Fr = 0.20 the
differences between pressure and residuary drag are between 49% and 104%, but the shear
force over a smooth hull is only 1% larger in CFD. When considering surface roughness the
relative difference increases to 10% and 23% for 100 and 200 µm of equivalent sand grain
roughness. For speeds from Fr = 0.31 to 0.43 the maximum deviation of pressure resistance
when compared to residuary resistance is less than 8% and 11 – 23% when using a form
factor. If the latter is used the viscous drag force in CFD is under-estimated by 19% whereas
this difference decreases to below 5% when no form factor was used for a smooth hull. When
including surface roughness, CFD delivers results that are less than 4% higher than ITTC
predictions for 100 µm and 15 – 16% higher when 200 µm of equivalent sand grain roughness
is assumed. However, one has to bear in mind that the ITTC approach uses a friction
line that includes a constant form factor, but does not take varying wetted surface are into
account.
3.5.5 Comparison of Full-scale Drag for 130 m Catamaran
The numerical predictions were compared to the extrapolated model test data following ITTC
recommendations with a form factor ((1 + k) = 1.1) and without, and a smooth surface as
well as surface roughness of 100 and 200 µm of equivalent sand grain roughness was included.
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Figure 3.15: Full-scale drag predictions for the 98 m medium-speed catamaran from model
test experiments (EXP) (with and without form factor, * indicates usage of form factor of
(1 + k) = 1.18) and CFD (CFD) at Fr = 0.20–0.43 at two levels of surface roughness. SR1:
kS = 100µm, SR2: kS = 200µm.
Table 3.2: Relative deviation of resistance components of 98 m catamaran determined by
CFD and extrapolated model test experiment for a smooth hull. Positive values indicate
that CFD prediction exceeds extrapolated quantity.
Relative deviation of resistance components
CFD vs extrapolated model test results
RP/RR – 1 RV/RF – 1
(1 + k) : 1.0 1.18 1.0
Fr kS : smooth 100 µm 200 µm
0.20 0.49 1.04 -0.15 0.01 0.10 0.23
0.31 0.03 0.23 -0.19 -0.05 0.03 0.16
0.40 -0.05 0.15 -0.19 -0.04 0.04 0.15
0.43 -0.08 0.11 -0.19 -0.04 0.04 0.15
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Table 3.3: Relative deviation of resistance components of 130 m catamaran determined by
CFD and extrapolated model test experiment. Positive values indicate that CFD prediction
exceeds extrapolated quantity.
Relative deviation of total resistance
CFD vs. and extrapolated model test results
RT/RT – 1
(1 + k) : 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.1
Fr kS : 0 µm, CA = 0 100 µm 200 µm
0.37 0.045 0.128 0.171 0.212 0.274
0.45 -0.047 0.022 0.113 0.140 0.218
At Fr = 0.37 the CFD-predicted resistance for a smooth hull was 5 – 13% larger than
extrapolated model test results, depending if a form factor was used or not. The discrepancy
increased to 17 – 27% if a surface roughness of 100 and 200 µm was taken into account. At
Fr = 0.45 the difference between the CFD prediction and extrapolated model test data was
below 5%, but reached values of 11 – 21% with surface roughness included in the prediction
method.
Figure 3.3 shows the agreement between the CFD predictions and extrapolated model test
results including a subdivision into resistance components and Table 3.3 shows a quantitative
comparison of total resistance. Table 3.4 quantifies the relative difference in pressure related
(RP) and residuary (RR) resistance when using form factor and when not for both speeds.
Furthermore, it shows the relative differences in viscous resistance (RV) with respect to
frictional resistance (RF) for a smooth hull and also with included roughness and correlation
allowance as obtained by ITTC (7.5-02-02-01.4). Residuary resistance deviates up to 57%
and 13%, while frictional resistance deviates below 11% and 5% when using and not using
a form factor. For (1+k) = 1.0 the frictional resistance including roughness and correlation
allowance is 44 – 56% higher in CFD prediction than it is compared to empirically determined
values when following recommendations by ITTC (7.5-02-02-01.4).
3.6 Discussion
3.6.1 Full-Scale Drag From Sea Trials
A CFD-based approach, which uses verification with model test experiments, to determine
the full-scale resistance of a surface vessel was presented in section 3.2. The results from
using this approach for a 98 m catamaran were validated using resistance values obtained
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Figure 3.16: Full scale drag predictions for the 130 m catamaran from model test experiments
(EXP) (with and without form factor, * indicates (1 + k) = 1.10) and CFD (CFD) of bare
hull with no superstructure of the 130 m medium-speed catamaran at Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 at
two levels of surface roughness. SR1: kS = 100µm, SR2: kS = 200µm.
Table 3.4: Relative deviation of resistance components determined by CFD and extrapolated
model test experiment. Positive values indicate that CFD prediction exceeds extrapolated
quantity.
Relative deviation of resistance components:
CFD vs extrapolated model test results
RP/RR-1 RV/RF 1
(1 + k) : 1.0 1.1 1.0
kS : 0 µm, CA = 0 100 µm 200 µm
0.37 -0.05 0.57 0.11 0.01 0.47 0.56
0.45 -0.13 0.12 0.04 -0.05 0.44 0.49
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from power measurements at full-scale sea trials. All three approaches (CFD simulation,
model test extrapolation and sea trial estimates) showed a deviation below 5% for Fr =
0.40, 0.43. However, the resistance from the sea trials was larger at Fr = 0.20, 0.31 by up to
44%. To the candidate’s knowledge the effect of thrust deduction can be considered as being
negligible for Fr > 0.35 (Lafeber et al., 2008), but wake fraction will have values around
w = 0.1, which is in accordance with estimates by Bulten (2006) and de Cock et al. (2011).
For speeds of Fr < 0.35 values of thrust deduction may tend towards unity with decreasing
speed while wake fraction remains unchanged (Lafeber et al., 2008). Taking wake fraction
and thrust deduction into account resistance can be determined by: RT = (1− t)/(1−w)×T
Hence the resistance when utilising the proposed method will be under estimated by 10%
for w = 0.1 and t = 0.0 and over estimated by 45% for w = 0.1 and t = 0.5. However, an
agreement for Fr ≥ 0.4 between the result from sea trials, when neglecting wake fraction
and thrust deduction, and the CFD full-scale prediction and model test data extrapolation
was shown. Thus it can be assumed that the effect of thrust deduction and wake fraction can
either be neglected or is counteracted by environmental influences such as wind and waves,
marine growth on the hull or mechanical losses resulting from assemblage of the propulsion
plant. The deviation in drag predictions for speeds of Fr < 0.4 leads to the conclusion
that the thrust drag equilibrium is not valid for this particular speed range, which may be
explained by the not fully ventilated transom stern.
Iliopulos et al. (2013) state that neglecting wake fraction and thrust deduction to obtain
resistance from thrust effectively is the inverse procedure of choosing a waterjet size for a
given resistance. Therefore, this method has to be considered as being practical rather than
physically accurate.
3.6.2 Correlation Allowance
The results for the 130 m catamaran show that the additional resistance due to a rough surface
exceeds the correlation allowance estimated by ITTC (7.5-02-03-01.4). For large vessels the
recommended correlation allowances, including roughness allowance can be smaller than zero
(Bertram, 2000). This originates from the correlation of full-scale sea trials and model test
experiments of conventional ships, but it is physically unreasonable that including surface
roughness reduces the total drag. A possible reason could be that using the ITTC model-ship
correlation line over-estimates the viscous and residuary resistance components at such large
Reynolds numbers (log(Re) > 9.0) which needs to be compensated. However, considering the
results in section 3.4 and 3.5.5 this would imply that near-wall flows for smooth and rough
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surfaces are incorrectly predicted by CFD and empirical approaches under consideration.
Another possibility is that the propulsion plant may be working more efficiently at such
large Reynolds numbers due to reduced viscous losses. Therefore, a total resistance below
the physically accurate drag force can be considered for choosing an appropriate engine size.
Further research is required to numerically quantify added resistance due to surface roughness
when Reynolds number exceeds log(Re) > 9.0.
3.6.3 Verification of CFD Simulations
The verification of the CFD set up was necessary to assure that the main flow features
were sufficiently accurately resolved. For the current vessels these features may include
the wave-making, the demihull interaction, and the flow separation at the transom stern.
Therefore, a successful verification allows to use the spatial resolution specified at model scale
for accurately predicting the full-scale resistance of similar ships that provide comparable
geometric and hydrodynamic features. Based on the current example the candidate claims
legitimacy of the set up for reasonable changes in slenderness, transom immersion, or draft.
However, if the vessel shape is considerably different, such as being a monohull vessel or
having features including a pronounced fore shoulder or strongly convex buttock or water
lines in the aft section a reverification of the CFD set up may be required. A geometrically
identical or at least similar hull form should be used to assure that results for the full-scale
drag are physically meaningful.
3.7 Conclusions
A novel CFD-based methodology was developed and it was shown that it is capable of
accurately predicting the full-scale resistance of a marine surface ship in conjunction with
model test experiments within 5%. Hence it is proposed as a numerical tool for model test
result extrapolation. The predictions were successfully validated for large medium-speed
catamarans by comparison with results obtained from full-scale measurements.
The CFD simulations were found to be capable of estimating the drag of medium-speed
catamarans at 1:50 and 1:22 model scale, with deviations in resistance being below 8%.
Shear force was found to be at an agreed level of accuracy with several friction and model-ship
correlation lines for both model-scale and full-scale Reynolds numbers and it was shown that
an identical near wall mesh resolution can be used throughout the entire range of Reynolds
numbers under consideration (6.5 < log(Re) < 9.75). Full-scale Reynolds numbers were
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achieved in the simulation by altering viscosity and keeping the linear dimensions at model
scale, which allows the use of the same meshes at both model-scale verification and full-scale
prediction. Furthermore, the effect of surface roughness was included by shifting the wall
functions’ velocity profile of the logarithmic region, depending on the desired amount of
surface roughness. It was found that for log(Re) > 8.75 the impact of roughness on the total
drag is more pronounced in CFD simulations when compared to the empirical suggestion
from ITTC, while CFD predictions for the flow over a flat plate for fully rough conditions
agreed with values found in literature on flow physics.
A validation of the full-scale resistance obtained by CFD simulations was conducted using
resistance force derived from sea trials and extrapolated model test data. The full-scale drag
derived from sea trials was assumed to be equal to the waterjet thrust, which was obtained
from provided thrust curves and the measured shaft power. For Fr ≥ 0.40 deviation of
the CFD result was below 5% from the full-scale reference values; the same agreement was
achieved for the different model test extrapolations. For Fr ≤ 0.31 the CFD prediction
was between 5 – 23% below the sea trial estimate, while model test extrapolation was 12
– 44% below values estimated from sea trials. When considering the 130 m catamaran for
Fr = 0.37 the CFD prediction was 17 – 27% larger than extrapolated model test results,
depending on extrapolation method and surface roughness and 11 – 21% larger for Fr = 0.45.
Full-scale resistance considering a smooth hull was 5 – 13% higher when predicted by CFD
at Fr = 0.37, while at Fr = 0.45 smooth hull resistance varied only from -5 – 2%. Small
changes in vessel geometry may be allowed without verifying the CFD set up all over again,
which makes this a powerful tool for hull form studies at full scale. However, when significant
changes to the ship hull shape are applied, the CFD set up may need to be verified with an
applicable model test comparison to assure the delivery of accurate results.
This study underlined the versatility of computational fluid dynamics in the ship design
evaluation process and its applicability for full-scale simulations that take surface roughness
into account and includes a level of accuracy for resistance prediction which can exceed
that of extrapolated of model test results. Furthermore it highlights the importance of, but
also the difficulty of, applying an appropriate roughness and correlation allowance to large
medium-speed catamarans, especially when Reynolds numbers reach such high values.
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3.7.1 Recommendation for Future Work
A method to further refine the validation approach may need to be developed to avoid the
uncertainties that are associated to the waterjet system, when deriving the drag force from
shaft power measurements.
Also, the allowance for model-ship correlation and surface roughness at Reynolds numbers
exceeding log(Re) > 9.0 needs to be subject to further investigation.
Where to next?
Now that the new full-scale CFD approach, verified by model test experiments, has been
introduced and validated, its accuracy in predicting drag for a vessel operating in restricted
water will be investigated in Chapter 4. This is an important issue since limitations in
water depth and channel width may significantly influence the drag force of the ship when
in operation or when its drag is being predicted in model experiments.
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Chapter 4
Full-Scale Resistance Prediction in Finite
Waters – A Study Using CFD Simulation,
Model Test Experiments and Sea Trial
Measurements
This chapter has been submitted for publication and is under peer review. The current
citation for the research article is:
M. Haase, G. Davidson, J. Binns, G. Thomas, and N. Bose (2015a). “Full-Scale Resistance
Prediction in Finite Waters A Study Using CFD Simulation, Model Test Experiments and
Sea Trial Measurements”. In: Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part
M: Journal of Engineering for the Maritime Environment under review
The current version of this chapter has been modified compared to the submitted version to
guide the reader more conveniently through this thesis.
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Abstract
Shallow water may considerably amplify the wave-making and hence the overall drag force
of catamarans operating around the main drag hump speed. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) is used to predict the drag force of medium-speed catamarans at model and full
scale in infinite and restricted water to study the impact on the resistance. Steady and
unsteady shallow water effects that occur in model testing or full-scale operation are taken
into account using CFD as they are inherently included in the mathematical formulations.
Unsteady effects in the ship model response were recorded in model test experiments, CFD
simulations and full-scale measurements and found to agree well with each other. For a
medium-speed catamaran in water that is restricted in width and depth, it was found that
CFD is capable of accurately predicting the drag with a maximum deviation of no more than
6% when compared to experimental results at model scale. The influences of restricted depth
and width were studied using CFD where steady finite width effects in shallow water and
finite depth effects at finite width were quantified. Full-scale drag from CFD predictions in
shallow water (h/L = 0.12 − 0.17) were found to be between full-scale measurements and
extrapolated model test results. Finally, it is shown that current extrapolation procedures for
shallow water model tests over-estimate residuary resistance by up to 12% and underestimate
frictional forces by up to 35% when compared to validated CFD results. This study concludes
that CFD is a versatile tool to predict the full-scale ship resistance to a more accurate extent
than extrapolating model test data and can also be utilised to estimate model sizes that keep
finite water effects to an effective minimum.
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4.1 Introduction
Large medium-speed catamarans will be designed to efficiently operate around the main re-
sistance hump where wave-making is the main contributor to the overall resistance. However
at this particular speed range vessels are prone to encounter a significant increase in resis-
tance when they operate in shallow water, as the flow field around the vessel changes such
that the effective flow velocity and wave-making increases (Schuster, 1956; Tamura, 1972).
When considering the effect of shallow water, the influence of restricted water width should
be considered as well. The physical effect of blockage that leads to an increased flow velocity
around the hull is influenced by both limited depth and width. Consequently, the influence
of finite waters on the vessel performance is addressed in this chapter. Effects of finite water
are not only measurable during ship operation, but also during performance prediction where
the ship model can encounter steady and unsteady finite water effects which can potentially
distort model test results. Steady finite water effects can lead to an increase in resistance due
to increasing flow velocities as a result of blockage that is the limited canal cross section with
respect to the vessels cross sectional area. Also drag can increase due to increasing wave-
making as a result of encountering low water depth that is expressed in terms of depth Froude
number
(
Frh = V /
√
g × h). However, unsteady finite water effects lead to an increase in
the period of oscillations in resistance and running attitude, namely sinkage and trim. They
are known to occur in model testing and when mathematically describing the transient flow
around the vessel (Wehausen, 1964; Day et al., 2009). The oscillation period is dictated by
the towing speed, but it can grow in shallow water so that less than one oscillation cycle may
be recorded within one run which leads to inaccurate results when averaging the transient
data record. According to model test experiments (Davidson et al., 2011a) the required
effective power of a medium-speed catamaran can increase up to 55% at Fr = 0.45 when the
water depth drops to h/L = 0.24, and full scale measurements of Griggs and Woo (2005)
revealed that the necessary power can more than double if water depth drops to around
h/L = 0.12− 0.17. This implies a speed loss of a vessel with a propulsion plant designed to
operate in deep water around hump speed of 13% and 25% for h/L = 0.24 and 0.14. This
emphasises that finite water can have a significant impact on the performance of medium-
speed catamarans. Therefore, a reliable and universal prediction tool such as computational
fluid dynamics is desirable that inherently includes finite water effects to account for its
impact on the vessel’s full-scale performance in the early design stage.
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4.1.1 Scope of Study
This chapter reports on a study into the steady and unsteady effect of finite water on resis-
tance prediction using physical model testing, numerical simulations, and data from full-scale
sea trials of large medium-speed catamarans at varying water depth and width. Towing tank
experiments were used to verify the accuracy of numerical resistance predictions in finite
water and an approach to utilise these CFD simulations for full-scale drag predictions is in-
troduced. Two case studies featuring 98 m and 130 m catamarans (see Figure 3.2 and 3.1 in
the previous Chapter) are presented that show the difficulties that may arise in full-scale drag
prediction for vessels in finite waters when using model test experiments and conventional
ITTC procedures.
4.2 Numerical Prediction Methodology
In the beginning of this chapter the numerical resistance prediction method is introduced and
verified for shallow water applications at model scale. The same approach was presented in
an earlier study for deep water cases where a deviations in resistance below 5% were achieved
when compared to results from model test experiments.
4.2.1 Numerical Simulation Tool
As introduced in the previous chapter, the current study utilised the solver interDyMFoam
of the OpenFOAM CFD toolbox (version 2.3) to solve transient RANS (Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes) formulations. It includes motions in 6 degrees of freedom to enable dynamic
trim and sink of the vessel travelling in viscous fluid with a free water surface. Close to
the hull the flow was modelled by standard wall functions and the k − ω − SST (shear
stress transport) turbulence model. Also a similar mesh generation strategy was applied,
with the only difference being that a base mesh with maximum considered width and depth
was generated and for smaller required values of width and depth the mesh was trimmed
accordingly.
4.2.2 Verification of numerical model
A 1:50 scale model of a 130 m catamaran was used to verify the results of the numerical pre-
diction by comparing them to model test measurements in identical shallow water conditions
of h/L = 0.24, where a depth Froude number of unity occurs at the resistance hump where
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Figure 4.1: Calm water resistance of a 1:50 scale model of the 130m medium-speed catamaran
in shallow water (h/L = 0.24) for Fr = 0.37, 0.45 for heavy and light displacement subdivided
into a frictional (RF, RV) and pressure related components (RR, RP).
the length Froude number equals 0.49. This can be considered as the worst case scenario for
a vessel operating around hump speed.
The experiments were performed at the AMC towing tank as reported by Davidson et al.
(2011a). Here, results at Froude numbers of Fr = 0.37 and 0.45, which correspond to depth
Froude numbers of Frh = 0.76 and 0.92, are considered. The results were determined for a
light and heavy displacement corresponding to L/∇1/3dh = 10.2 and 11.7 and results of numer-
ical and experimental predictions can be seen in Figure 4.2. They were non-dimensionalised
by displacement, density and gravity (R′ = R / (∇× ρ × g). The total drag obtained from
model test experiments was subdivided into a frictional part (RF, as determined by ITTC
model-ship correlation line) and residuary resistance (RR). Numerical results were divided
into drag from shear stresses (RV) and normal pressure (RP). Numerical values for the rela-
tive difference between CFD and model test predictions with respect to experimental results
(RT (CFD)/RT (EXP ) − 1) are presented in Table 4.1 and a deviation below 6% was achieved.
This is as an acceptable accuracy, because the largest deviations occur at Fr = 0.45 where
the depth Froude number approaches unity (Frh = 0.92), where uncertainties in model test-
ing increases and the drag force does not converge as it does at lower speeds or deeper water.
These unsteady effects are discussed below in section 4.3.2.
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Table 4.1: Relative difference between numerical simulations and towing tank results of the
1:50 130 m catamaran. Negative values indicate that the CFD result is below the experi-
mentally determined value.
Relative deviation of resistance components:
CFD vs model scale experiments
LIGHT HEAVY
Fr RT/RT − 1 RV/RF − 1 RP/RR− 1 RT/RT − 1 RV/RF − 1 RP/RR− 1
0.37 0.022 0.037 -0.019 0.033 0.033 0.033
0.45 -0.025 -0.036 -0.010 -0.058 -0.016 -0.085
4.3 Finite Water Effects
Water restricted either in depth or width can influence the vessel performance due to an
increased flow velocity around the vessel which is considered as blockage. Also increased
wave-making will occur if the combination of speed and water depth results in a critical
depth Froude number close to unity, which is defined as Frh = V /
√
g × h with h being
the water depth. While this is a steady effect, an unsteady phenomenon occurs, due to the
full-scale ship or towing tank model acceleration, which causes oscillatory behaviour for the
drag, sinkage and trim.
4.3.1 Steady Finite Water Effects
A numerical investigation into the effect of restricted water on the steady state drag force
in model scale testing is reported in this section. Model scale results from CFD or physical
testing may be influenced by the limited width and depth of the experimental facility, which
do not concur with the prospective operational conditions of the full-scale vessel. Especially
for vessel operation around hump speed, the power requirements may double in shallow water
conditions compared to deep water and therefore insights into performance variations due
to finite waters are of great importance (Griggs and Woo, 2005). Furthermore, it was found
that shallow water effects are more pronounced for vessels at a heavier displacement (Griggs
and Woo, 2005; Davidson et al., 2011a).
Finite Width Effects
Firstly, the influence of the domain width on the resistance of a 130 m medium-speed cata-
maran (Davidson et al., 2011a) was numerically studied for b/L = 1.4, 3.5 and 8.75 for a
shallow water case at Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 with h/L = 0.24. This corresponds to depth
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Froude numbers of Frh = 0.76 and 0.92. The resistance was determined at three different
domain widths and a value for an infinitely wide tank was determined using the generalised
Richardson extrapolation. At Fr = 0.37 and b/L = 1.4 the residuary resistance was 15%
above the value for an infinitely wide tank and below 1% for b/L = 3.5 and 8.75. For the
higher speed at Fr = 0.45 the residuary resistance was above the value for an infinitely
wide domain by 39%, 10% and 2% for b/L = 1.4, 3.5 and 8.75. At Fr = 0.45 the depth
Froude number is close to unity, which may cause a significantly lower order of convergence
when compared with cases for lower Froude depth numbers. The results are summarised in
Table 4.2 where the relative difference in residuary resistance compared to an infinitely wide
domain (finite vs. infinite depth) is expressed as: CR(b/L) / CR(b/L = ∞) − 1. Figure 4.2
shows the convergence of residuary resistance with increasing domain width for h/L = 0.24
indicated by dotted lines.
Finite Depth Effects
Secondly, the influence of varying water depth on the resistance was studied at a constant
tank width of b/L = 1.4. The model of the 130 m medium-speed catamaran (Davidson et al.,
2011a) was simulated at h/L = 0.24, 0.6 and 1.5 at Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 with the effective
depth Froude number varying from Frh = 0.30 to 0.93. A value for infinitely deep water was
determined using the generalised Richardson extrapolation.
At Fr = 0.37 the residuary resistance was 15% and 2% above that of an infinitely deep tank
for h/L = 0.24 and 0.60 and 167% and 3% at Fr = 0.45. For h/L = 1.5 no significant
difference was observed in either of the two speeds under investigation. The results are
plotted in Figure 4.2 as dashed lines.
For the original tank depth (h/L = 0.6) the residuary resistance decreased by 2% and 3%
for Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 when extending b/L from 1.4 to 2.5. These values were identical to
those obtained for the infinitely deep tank. The results are summarised in Table 4.2 where
the relative difference in residuary resistance compared to an infinitely deep domain (finite
vs. infinite depth) is expressed as:CR(h/L) / CR(h/L = ∞) − 1. The results lead to the
conclusion that the water depth needs to be at least 0.7× L and 0.8× L for Fr = 0.37 and
0.45 to reduce a deviation of residuary resistance by no more than 1% when compared to an
infinitely deep domain at the width of b/L = 1.4. In shallow water conditions at h/L = 0.24,
the width of the fluid domain needs to be at least 1.2 × L for the increase in resistance,
compared with an infinitely wide domain, to be less than 1% at Fr = 0.37. However, as
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shown by the low convergence for Fr = 0.45 for h/L = 0.24 the domain width is required to
be at least 15.6× L for an increase in residuary resistance not to exceed 1%.
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Figure 4.2: Convergence of residuary resistance of a 130 m catamaran at 1:50 model scale
with respect to varying tank dimensions for Fr = 0.37 and 0.45. The dashed lines show the
relative difference of residuary drag at varying tank depth at original tank width (b/L = 1.4)
compared to an infinitely deep tank. The dotted lines represent the relative difference of
residuary drag for different values of tank width in shallow water conditions (h/L = 0.24)
compared to an infinitely wide tank.
4.3.2 Unsteady Finite Water Effects
The time series of calm water model test data shows a distinct frequency response in unsteady
trim and resistance as shown in Figure 4.3 and 4.4. Havelock (1949) derived a closed form
solution for the oscillation period of the resistance force of a steadily moving two-dimensional
source and Wehausen (1964) for a three-dimensional surface vessel when accelerated from rest.
Both concluded that the period of oscillation (1/f) of the resistance force can be calculated
using:
1/f = 8× pi × V / g
This effect can be explained by waves that are diverging away from the moving vessel which
were created by a disturbance, such as due to a change in speed (i.e. model acceleration),
wave encounter or trim tab deflection. In deep water, the phase velocity of this wave is always
twice the vessel velocity, which results in a following wave situation where the resulting wave
encounter period can be estimated by the above formulation. It was shown that the amplitude
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Table 4.2: Comparison of drag force at different length and depth Froude numbers of the
130 m catamaran at 1:50 model scale. * Indicates relative difference to b/L = 3.8 instead of
b/L =∞.
Relative deviation of CR:
finite vs. finite vs.
infinite width infinite depth
Fr h/L Frh b/L : 1.4 3.8 8.75 1.4
1.50 0.30 - - - 0.00
0.37 0.60 0.48 0.02* - - 0.02
0.24 0.76 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.51
1.50 0.37 - - - 0.00
0.45 0.60 0.58 0.03* - - 0.03
0.24 0.92 0.60 0.17 0.05 1.67
of this wave decays at a certain rate (Wehausen, 1964). More recently, Day et al. (2009)
investigated the effect of shallow water on the oscillation period and derived a correction
for the motion period from model test experiments using a Wigley hull that depends on the
depth Froude number (Frh) which is applicable for Frh > 0.2:
f / f0 =
6∑
0
(
ai × Frih
)
with ai = (1.273;−4.365; 26.12;−72.29; 95.45;−63.82; 17.64). The motion period increases in
shallow water with increasing Frh and reaches infinity at Frh = 1, because the model speed
and the phase velocity of the wave created by the disturbance are identical. Day et al. (2009)
advised that this pitch motion may influence the resistance prediction in a towing tank of
finite length, because an integer number of motion cycles need to be resolved to determine a
reliable average of the measured resistance force. Furthermore they point out that the decay
rate of the oscillations in shallow water is significantly smaller than that in deep water.
The 98 m wave-piercing high-speed catamaran with slender demihulls of 1:22 model scale
at water depth of h/L = 0.35 was tested in the AMC towing tank at pre-hump speeds
as presented in Section 3.3.3. Figure 4.1 and 4.1 show values of trim and resistance for
Fr = 0.31, 0.39 and 0.44. The data was filtered using a 1 Hz low-pass filter and normalised
by the average value. For the pitch motion it can be observed that an increase in velocity
leads to an increased motion period (1/f = 6.8, 12.5, 21.4 s for Fr = 0.31, 0.39, 0.44) and
reduced motion amplitude. While the pitch amplitude varies up to ± 15% compared to its
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average value, for Fr = 0.44 it varies up to ± 40% for Fr = 0.31. The resistance fluctuates
in phase with the trim, up to ± 5% for all three speeds under consideration.
Matsubara (2011) reported that distinct pitch motions occur for both the model-scale and
full-scale vessel. While the first were recorded using an LVDT (linear variable differential
transducer) in towing tank measurements, the latter were obtained from strain gauge mea-
surements of the superstructure of the vessel during sea trials. Figure 4.5 shows the motion
frequency normalised by
√
g / L of an 112 m wave piercing catamaran at 1:17 and 1:45 model
and full scale as well the frequency of a 130 m catamaran at 1:50 model scale and a 98 m
catamaran at 1:22 model scale. The water depth varied from h/L = 0.24−1.75. The motion
frequency from CFD results agrees to those obtained by model test experiments. It can be
clearly observed that the non-dimensional frequency reduces with increasing length Froude
number and decreasing water depth. Also the estimates obtained from Havelock (1949),
including shallow water corrections from Day et al. (2009), were plotted in Figure 4.5 and
excellent agreement over a wide range of cases can be seen.
However, this oscillation of ship attitude and resistance during the transient resistance pre-
diction process is different from hydrostatically restored ship motion such as the oscillations
at zero speed. The oscillations for a steadily moving vessel result from an excitement of the
vessel by waves that were created by a disturbance from the vessel due to its acceleration.
Additionally, numerical simulations were used to determine the pitch frequency at infinitely
deep water conditions. The hull of a 130 m medium-speed catamaran was simulated at
Fr = 0.37 at three different depths and constant width and the resulting motion frequency
measured. It resulted in T = 14.2, 6.0 and 4.8 s for h/L = 0.24, 0.6 and 1.5. When using gen-
eralised Richardson extrapolation a period for infinite depth was estimated to be 1/f = 4.6 s
which agrees to the values predicted by Havelock (1949).
It was found that the period for oscillations in model test measurements and CFD simu-
lation results was comparable at identical speeds. This occurs even though in towing tank
experiments the model is steadily accelerated from rest, while in the CFD simulations the
model is suddenly exposed to a flow at a constant speed. Bucher (2014) showed that apply-
ing springs and dampers to the catamaran model in CFD simulations does not affect these
oscillations, only reducing the acceleration of the model leads to a decrease in magnitude of
the fluctuations of vessel response, not its frequency.
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Figure 4.3: Fluctuation of trim for 1:22 model of slender catamaran normalised by its average
value for Fr = 0.31, 0.39 and 0.44 during towing tank run.
Figure 4.4: Fluctuation of drag force for 1:22 model of slender catamaran normalised by its
average value for Fr = 0.31, 0.39 and 0.44 during towing tank run.
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Figure 4.5: Non-dimensional calm water pitch frequency with respect to length Froude num-
ber from model test experiments (EXP), numerical simulations (CFD) and full-scale mea-
surements (FUL) for different water depths. The lines present the prediction by Havelock
(1949) (solid line) and corrections for shallow water effects as proposed by Day et al. (2009)
for h/L = 0.24 (long dashed line) h/L = 0.35 (normal dashed line) and h/L = 0.6 (short
dashed line).
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4.4 Implications on Full-Scale Resistance
4.4.1 Full-Scale CFD Approach
The methodology to predict the full-scale drag at model-scale dimension proposed in the pre-
vious chapter (3) has been extended to take shallow water effects into account. To determine
the full-scale resistance of a vessel the fluid domain needs to be modelled in accordance to:
 obtain a near wall modelling that is independent of Reynolds number;
 replicate cross sectional dimensions of towing tank.
The first can be achieved if the first cell height is chosen to be y1 = 0.6×L× 10−6, as shown
in Section 3.4, while the latter needs to be fulfilled to account for steady finite water effects
such as blockage and increased wave making.
The results from CFD simulations at model scale are compared with model test experiments
with corresponding linear dimensions and fluid properties. If the total resistance agrees
and the wall shear stress coefficient is close to that of the ITTC model-ship correlation line
(CV = CF ) or established friction lines, the numerical results can be considered as being
valid. Therefore, it is assumed that both pressure and viscosity related drag are correctly
predicted. Also, it is assumed that the accuracy of the pressure resistance is independent
of Reynolds number, hence the same mesh close to the ship hull can be used for full-scale
simulations. Full-scale Reynolds numbers are achieved by altering the viscosity of the fluid
rather than by scaling linear dimensions. Before conducting the full-scale simulation, steady
finite water effects may need to be taken into account and any of the following cases can be
considered:
 Model-scale testing and full-scale operation are in finite waters, with relative depth and
width being identical at both scales.
 Finite water is present for verification at model scale, but the water can be considered
as being infinite for the full-scale ship
 Unrestricted water applies for the verification at model scale, but the full-scale ship
operates in finite water.
 Model and full-scale vessel sail in finite waters, but depth and width are not in corre-
lation between scales.
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart to obtain full-scale resistance considering shallow water effects using
a novel CFD approach in conjunction with model test experiments for verification.
If the first case applies, the identical mesh can be used for model and full-scale simulations,
however, if any of the latter three cases apply the absolute dimensions of the computational
domain need to be adjusted accordingly to assure that the influence of finite water on the
full-scale results is physically correct.
The full-scale simulation can be run for a smooth hull and considered as being accurate when
an acceptable agreement of the shear force coefficient with a model-ship correlation line or
friction line is achieved (CV = CF ). If desired, the surface roughness can be taken into
account in terms of equivalent sand grain roughness. To finally obtain dimensional full-scale
resistance the result needs to be multiplied by scale factor to the power of three and the
relative difference of fluid density between model and full scale (ρSW / ρFW ). The approach
is summarised in Figure 4.6.
4.4.2 Case Study of a 98 m Catamaran
In this section the numerically determined full-scale drag of the 98 m catamaran is compared
to results from power measurements from sea trials (Griggs and Woo, 2005) and extrapolated
model test data. The full-scale resistance from the shaft power measurements was derived
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using thrust curves of the waterjet propulsors, neglecting the effects of wake fraction and
thrust deduction as shown in Chapter 3. The model test data was extrapolated using ITTC
guidelines including shallow water corrections, of Schuster (1956). The validation was per-
formed at a speed of 18 knots which corresponds to a length Froude number of Fr = 0.31
and for h/L = 0.12− 0.17 to a depth Froude number of Frh = 0.79− 0.92.
Extrapolation of Model Test Data
The model test data of the 98 m catamaran presented in Section 3.3.3 was extrapolated
using ITTC procedures (7.5-02-02-01) with (1 + k) = 1.0 and the correction of Schuster
(1956) applied to account for shallow water effects. The approach was utilised first to obtain
data applicable in infinite water from resistance tests that were conducted in finite water
(h/L = 0.35, b/L = 1.4). Secondly the resistance for the vessel in infinitely wide, but shallow
water (h/L = 0.12 − 0.17, b/L = ∞) was estimated using the approach by Schuster (1956)
where the ship speed with respect to the resting water is corrected, which is defined as follows:
dv/V = m / (1−m− Fr2h) + (1−RF /RT )× 2/3× Fr10h (4.1)
with m = AX/(b×h) where m is the blockage ratio with AX being the cross sectional area of
the hull. The term (1−RF /RT ) predicts the portion of wave-making to which the correction
addresses.
Furthermore, an empirically determined roughness and correlation allowance as proposed by
ITTC (7.5-02-02-01) was added with 200 µm of equivalent sand grain roughness. Wind drag,
based on measurements by Oura and Ikeda (2008), was utilised to make the data comparable
to estimates from sea trial measurements.
Comparison of Results
The full-scale resistance of a 98 m high-speed catamaran in shallow water was investigated
at Fr = 0.31. The sea trials were run at a depth ranging between 0.12 < h/L < 0.17.
The predictions were made at the two extreme values of depth. While a finite depth was
modelled in CFD, the correction of Schuster (1956) was applied to the model test data before
corrections for shallow water and blockage (to be applicable for deep water) using the same
approach.
Relative differences between predictions from CFD and model tests compared to sea trial
data were made by RT (CFD)/RT (seatrial) − 1, with results presented in Figure 4.7 Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.7: Dimensionless drag at Fr = 0.31 obtained from CFD and model test extrapolation
for two depths which were stated as extreme values for the sea trial measurements. Drag in
deep water was added for comparison.
Table 4.3: Relative deviation of predicted full-scale drag for 98 m catamaran using CFD
and extrapolated model test data corrected for shallow water by approach of Schuster (1956)
without form factor with respect to drag estimated from full-scale powering measurements.
Relative deviation of RT :
CFD and model test extrapolations
vs. sea trials
speed CFD model test
[kn] h/L : 0.17 0.12 0.17 0.12 1.0
18.2 -0.32 -0.17 -0.4 -0.33 -0.42
The drag forces from the CFD predictions were 17% and 32% below the values estimated from
the full-scale sea trials, with the extrapolated data being 33% and 40% below the results from
sea trials. If no shallow water correction during the extrapolation was applied the deviation
reached up to 42%. These differences are significantly larger than those obtained in deep
water conditions presented in Section 3.5.4.
Possible reasons for these discrepancies between the results from CFD and sea trials may
be again addressed to the possibly invalid assumption of having a thrust drag equilibrium,
unsteady effects in finite water, and thus insufficiently long data histories for the current
conditions. Based on the successful verification of shallow water drag force, the candidate
assumes a comparable accuracy for the full-scale drag when predicted by CFD. Since for
Fr = 0.31 the deviation in drag increased from 10% in deep water (see Section 3.5.4) to 17%
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and 32% in shallow water, the origin may be concluded to result from changing flow into the
waterjet units and hence an increased thrust deduction or reduced propulsive efficiency.
Furthermore, the presented results lead to the conclusion that the model test extrapolation,
including shallow water corrections, significantly underestimates the full-scale drag, which
implies that the approach by Schuster is not necessarily valid to accurately predict shallow
water drag of a vessel from data that was recorded in deep water towing tank experiments.
4.4.3 Case Study of the 130 m Catamaran
The full-scale resistance for the 130 m catamaran when considered a smooth hull was pre-
dicted in shallow water and compared to extrapolated model test data that was recorded
in shallow (h/L = 0.24) and deep water condition (h/L = 0.6) and extrapolated according
to ITTC guidelines (7.5-02-02-01). The deep water data was extrapolated with and without
considering shallow water corrections proposed by Schuster (1956).
RR = CR × ρ/2× (V × (1 + dv/V ))2 × SW (4.2)
where dv/V = 2/3 × Fr10h as m = 0 for an infinitely wide fluid domain. However the
numerical simulation revealed that the flow velocity around the vessel can increase up to 6%
for Frh = 0.92 at h/L = 0.24 in a sufficiently wide tank of b/L = 8.75 where no interaction
with the side wall was observed. The model-scale experiments were conducted at a tank
width of b/L = 1.4, however, due to the findings in Section 4.3.1 the full-scale simulation
was conducted at b/L = 3.8 and 8.75 for Froude numbers of Fr = 0.37 and 0.45.
Comparison of Results for the 130 m Catamaran
Figure 4.8 shows the results for a smooth hull based on numerical simulations and extrap-
olated model test data from deep and shallow water runs. The experimental data for both
speeds was obtained at a tank width of b/L = 1.4, while in the numerical simulations the
tank width was b/L = 3.5 for Fr = 0.37 and b/L = 8.75 for Fr = 0.45 based on the results
from the study in section 4.3.1 on finite width effects to minimise their impact. The devi-
ation between the resistance prediction by CFD and shallow water experiments is 11% and
-3.5% at Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 as summarised in Table 4.4. When considering the resistance
components from the data obtained at h/L = 0.24 (see Table 4.5), it can be seen that the
pressure related drag (RP, RR) is 5% and 12% lower in CFD results while the frictional
part (RF, RV) is higher by 35% and 21% in numerical predictions for the lower and higher
speeds respectively. In deep water the deviation in pressure related drag was similar, but the
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Figure 4.8: Full scale drag predictions for 130 m catamaran from model test experiments and
CFD of bare hull with no superstructure of 130 m medium-speed catamaran at Fr = 0.37
and 0.45 in shallow water. Model test results were obtained at shallow water (EXP-shallow)
and deep waterwith (EXP-deep-(S)) and without (EXP-deep) correction for shallow water
by approach of Schuster (S).
frictional was different only by 1% and -5% when compared to the results of simulations and
extrapolated experiments without using a form factor (compare to Section 3.5.4).
The extrapolated resistance data from deep water runs under estimates the numerically
predicted drag by up 38% for Fr = 0.45 when no shallow water correction is applied.
The CFD-predicted resistance showed larger deviations when compared to extrapolated
model test data than it was achieved in deep water conditions as presented in Section 3.5.4.
Numerically predicted residuary or pressure drag is lower than that experimentally deter-
mined, while the opposite is true for the viscous or frictional resistance part. Since the
deviation in drag between model-scale results and CFD simulations is below 3% it can be
assumed that CFD is capable of accurately resolving the flow around a vessel in shallow wa-
ter. The differences in total drag and especially of the frictional component when comparing
the results of CFD and extrapolated model tests applicable to the full scale ship may lead
to the conclusion that ITTC recommended procedures for model test extrapolation are not
readily applicable for shallow water conditions.
4.4.4 Practical Implications
In Section 4.2.2 it was shown that the drag force in towing tank with restricted water can
be predicted within 6% for the heavy displacement case and even within 3% for light dis-
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Table 4.4: Relative differences of extrapolated model scale results compared to CFD pre-
dictions for full-scale resistance of 130 m medium-speed catamaran in shallow water at
h/L = 0.24. Positive values indicate higher prediction by CFD, model test data has been
recorded in shallow h/L = 0.24 and deep water h/L = 0.60 including the latter corrected by
the approach of Schuster (1956).
Relative deviation of RT :
CFD vs. model test extrapol.
depth correction: none Schuster none
Fr Frh h/L : 0.24 0.6
0.37 0.58 0.11 0.22 0.24
0.45 0.92 -0.04 -0.05 0.29
Table 4.5: Relative differences of extrapolated model scale results compared to CFD pre-
dictions for full-scale resistance of 130 m medium-speed catamaran in shallow water at
h/L = 0.24. Positive values indicate higher prediction by CFD, model test data has been
recorded in shallow h/L = 0.24 and deep water h/L = 0.60 including the latter corrected by
approach of Schuster (1956).
Relative deviation of
resistance components
CFD vs. model test extrapol.
Fr RT/RT-1 RP/RR-1 RV/RF-1
0.37 0.11 -0.05 0.35
0.45 -0.04 -0.12 0.21
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placement case when compared to measurements. Furthermore the CFD approach has been
capable of quantifying the influence of limited depth and width on the total drag force com-
pared to an infinitely deep and wide tank (Section 4.3.1). Especially for medium-speed
catamarans with high slenderness ratios the effect of blockage is considered as being small
as the midship sectional area is small with respect to the towing tank cross section when
compared to conventional craft of comparable displacement. Hence the CFD approach can
be used to design towing tank experiments so that the influence of the tank bottom or walls is
below a specified threshold when a maximum model scale factor is applied. Also the unsteady
effects such as the increase in oscillation period of the model response can be considered in
the simulations, which allows to estimate if a sufficient number of oscillation cycles will be
recorded and thus a converging solution can be achieved. This emphasises the applicability
of CFD as a model-ship correlation tool as proposed Chapter 3.
4.5 Conclusions
This study used numerical simulations, model test data and full-scale measurements to in-
vestigate steady and unsteady finite water effects. The numerical model was verified using
towing test experiments, and CFD underestimated drag at the light displacement condition
by as little as 3% for Froude numbers of Fr = 0.37 and 0.45 and under estimated the drag
by less than 6% at the combination of heavy displacement and higher speed.
Firstly, steady finite water no matter if restricted in depth or width was found to increase
the calm water resistance force, an effect that can be attributed to blockage and increased
wave making, especially in limited water depth. For a fixed domain or towing tank width
of b/L = 1.4 a depth of h/L = 0.7 and 0.8 is required at Froude numbers of Fr = 0.37 and
0.45 for the residuary resistance to be less than 1% above the value for an infinitely deep
fluid domain. For shallow water depths such as h/L = 0.24 the domain width was found
to be at least b/L = 1.2 for speeds of Fr = 0.37 to not exceed the residuary resistance for
an infinitely wide domain by more than 1%, For Froude numbers of Fr = 0.45 the required
widths increases to b/L = 15.6.
Secondly, unsteady finite water effects mainly related to a reduced water depth were found to
be of very high importance for large medium-speed vessels. These effects lead to an increase
in the oscillation period in resistance and measured heave and trim that occur at periods
in excess of the available runtime in towing tank experiments. Therefore, the averaging of
the transient data record may lead to inaccurate results. The dimensionless period of these
oscillations has been shown to have agreement between numerical predictions, towing tank
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experiments and full-scale sea trial measurements. The non-dimensional frequency solely
depends on vessel length and depth Froude number.
When comparing full-scale drag for a medium-speed catamaran in limited water depth (h/L =
0.12−0.17) predictions by CFD to results from sea trials and extrapolated deep water model
test data, it was found that CFD estimates are 15% larger than extrapolated model test
data, but up to 32% smaller when compared to powering data from sea trials. It has been
concluded that shallow water corrections for model test data does not deliver reliable results
and that the thrust drag equilibrium is not applicable, thus the propulsor size needs to be
larger than the resistance value would suggest.
Full-scale resistance prediction using a novel CFD-approach for 130 m catamaran at Froude
number of Fr = 0.37 delivered a 13% higher drag when compared to extrapolated model test
data recorded at the corresponding water depth, but at the Froude number of Fr = 0.45 the
CFD prediction was 4% lower. Pressure related forces from CFD predictions for a sufficiently
wide fluid domain were up to 12% lower and frictional forces up to 35% higher when compared
to extrapolated model-scale data.
This emphasises the requirement for reliable full-scale drag prediction to estimate the power
requirements, especially if the ship is operated in shallow water. It has been shown that
deep water towing tank tests results corrected for shallow water effects using ITTC recom-
mended procedures underestimated the drag force when compared to CFD predictions. Also,
extrapolating shallow water data using approaches mentioned for deep water may lead to an
underestimate of the total drag force at full scale.
Finally, it has been suggested that the CFD approach can be utilised to evaluate model sizes
for towing tank testing to keep the influence of steady and unsteady finite water effects on
the drag force to an agreed minimum.
4.5.1 Recommendations for Future Work
Future work may focus on further validation approaches. These could include modelling the
waterjet unit to enhance the methodological correlation when comparing results to full-scale
sea trial data or to exactly replicate the acceleration of the towing tank carriage and limited
tank length to avoid using time averaged values for validation at model-scale which may lead
to inaccurate results as the average may have been determined from too few oscillation cycle
of the ship model response.
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4.6 Where to next?
This chapter showed that whilst shallow and restricted water complicates the prediction of
resistance due to steady and unsteady effects, it is possible to use CFD to determine resistance
predictions with acceptable agreement between CFD results and model test data. The final
step in investigating the capabilities of this CFD-based approach to resolve the flow around
catamarans is to assess its ability to accurately model the ventilation process at the transom,
this is the focus of the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Wave-piercing Catamaran Transom Stern
Ventilation Process
This Chapter has been submitted for publication and is under peer review. The current
citation for the research article is:
M. Haase, J. Binns, G. Thomas, and N. Bose (2015f). “Wave-piercing Catamaran Transom
Stern Ventilation Process”. In: Ship Technology Research / Schiffstechnik in press
The current version of this chapter has been modified compared to the submitted version to
guide the reader more conveniently through this thesis.
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Abstract
An investigation into the transom ventilation of hull forms with a deep transom, such as
a wave-piercing catamaran, is reported. Medium-speed catamarans are likely to operate at
speeds where the transom is partially or fully ventilated. It is important to understand the
flow characteristics in the wake of the transom stern to ensure that numerical tools, used
for resistance prediction, are accurately resolving the complex flow phenomena. Unsteady
RANS (Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes) simulations were used to simulate the flow around
a 98 m catamaran, at both model and full scale, and the first compared to model test results
for a 1:22 scale model. A non-shedding squashed horseshoe vortex was found to build up in
the stagnant zone past the vessel, with the transom running dry at transom draft Froude
numbers of FrT = 2.5 in model test experiments and of FrT = 2.4 in CFD simulations at the
same scale. For full-scale Reynolds numbers the full ventilation occurred at transom draft
Froude numbers of FrT = 2.2. Furthermore, it is shown that unsteady RANS simulations
are capable of qualitatively correctly predicting the flow features in the wake of the vessel
and that the state of transom ventilation can be reliably predicted, thus the flow features
during the quasi-steady ventilation process is visualised.
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5.1 Introduction
Large medium-speed catamarans, when compared to high-speed catamarans, will be larger
in length and displacement, but operating at lower speeds; thus requiring different design
principles. Transom sterns are popular features for fast ships as it reduces the resistance at
Froude numbers of Fr > 0.5, but can increase the drag for speeds below as shown by O’Dea
et al. (1981) and Hadler et al. (2009) and later in Section 6.3.2. However, a transom stern
simplifies the vessel’s construction (Schneekluth and Bertram, 1998), and it is convenient for
accommodating waterjet propulsors (Doctors et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 2011b). Whilst a
deep transom is a popular feature for high-speed catamarans, it may not be beneficial for this
new class of vessels as they operate at lower Froude numbers, and therefore it is necessary
that its effect on the hull is accurately replicated in resistance prediction methods.
In an earlier study (Haase et al., 2012a) it was shown that RANS methods are capable of
predicting calm water resistance of medium-speed catamarans for both dry and wet transoms,
but also that deviations at low Froude numbers occur when compared to measured data.
Build-up of a rooster tail at high speeds and a complex recirculation at low speeds were
found, but the accurate prediction of the transition process from fully wet to a fully dry
transom was not considered.
5.1.1 Transom Stern Flow Predictions
The flow regime of a surface vessel is usually expressed in terms of length Froude number
(Fr = V /
√
g × L ), V is the ship’s velocity, g the gravitational constant and L the ship’s
waterline length. To characterise the flow past a transom it is appropriate to express it with
respect to transom draft Froude number (FrT = V /
√
g × TT ) where TT is the draft of the
transom with the vessel stationary. Studies by various researchers (Robards and Doctors,
2003; Maki et al., 2006) have shown that the transom reaches a dry state at FrT ≈ 2.5.
This value may depend on the stern shape of the hull, its wave-making characteristics, the
Reynolds number and dynamic sinkage and trim.
The accurate prediction of the flow past a transom stern of a surface vessel has been of interest
for many years. This is primarily due to the significance of the transom flow patterns on
the estimate of the resistance force by including the influence on the wave-making, such
as studied by Doctors et al. (2007). In addition, the wake generates a highly unsteady
flow field, including entrained air, which is an issue for defence vessels if detection is to be
avoided. Hence the flow characteristics need to be modelled to a very fine extent (Hendrickson
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et al., 2013). The following paragraphs summarise the main achievements in modelling and
predicting transom flows.
Experimental Approaches
Transom ventilation was experimentally studied for semi-palning catamarans by Oving (1985)
who formulated that the dry state will occur at FrT = 1.95 with corrections for BT /TT ≤ 2.5.
Hadler et al. (2007) presented model test observations of his own experiments, those of Sireli
et al. (2000) who utilised NPL hulls, and those of Kiss and Compton (1989) who used
combatant hulls. Based on these studies a critical transom depth Froude number at which
the transom runs dry was derived as a function of BT /TT . For 1 < BT /TT < 3.5 they
predicted a dry transom between 2 < FrT < 2.5, where increasing BT /TT values led to
higher values of critical transom draft Froude number.
Robards and Doctors (2003) and Doctors et al. (2007) used the Baby series, hulls with
constant rectangular cross sections and parabolic waterlines at the bow, to derive an empirical
formulation to express the ventilation with respect to transom draft Froude number, BT /TT ,
and transom draft Reynolds number (ReT =
√
g × T 3T /ν. They found that the influence of
the transom draft Reynolds number on the ventilation process at the model scale range was
small. Alternative coefficients for the empirical formulation were derived for a destroyer hull
form by Maki (2005), who also studied the free surface flow past a backward facing step to
estimate the flow characteristics of an infinitely wide transom (Maki et al., 2006). Four flow
regimes were identified and are presented in Figure 5.1. Firstly, a stagnant area behind the
transom that connects through a shear layer to the passing flow (regime A); with transom
draft Froude number exceeding unity, a distinctive vortex shedding was observed (regime B);
reaching a critical transom Froude number where the transom goes dry and a breaking roller
forms behind the separation point characterises the next regime (regime C); with further
increasing transom Froude number this breaking roller moves further backwards and finally
disappears (regime D). In the same study the process of ventilation was in agreement with
the empirical formulation postulated by Doctors et al. (2007).
Computational Approaches
Fluid flow solvers that resolve the flow domain by subdividing it into small control volumes
and take viscous effects into account are potentially capable of correctly simulating flows past
transom sterns. Lin and Percival (2001) computed the flow around two bare hull transom
stern combatant vessels using a steady RANS solver (Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) and
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Figure 5.1: Transom flow regimes as identified by Maki (2005) A: FrT < 1 resulting in a
stagnant recirculating flow area that is separated by a shear layer. B: 1 < FrT < FrT (dry)
produces an unsteady von-Karman street with large surface fluctuations. C: FrT > FrT (dry)
leads to a dry transom and a breaking roller building up behind separation point. D: FrT >>
FrT (dry) so that the breaking roller past the separation disappears.
implemented a kinematic boundary condition on the free surface to take wave elevations into
account. The ability of the method to predict whether the transom was wet, dry or partially
wet was reported.
Wilson et al. (2006) used an unsteady RANS solver to compute the flow around the bare
hull of the R/V Athena and found periodic vortex shedding at the transom edge for partially
wetted states. Eslamdoost et al. (2015) used unsteady RANS and experiments to study the
influence transom clearance on the drag force for a hard chine planing hull and identified
that entering the full ventilation state coincides with the peak in resistance coefficient curve.
Maki (2005) computed the flow past a free surface backward facing step using a 2D unsteady
RANS solver utilising a level set approach to capture the free surface effects. Starke et al.
(2007) used a 2D steady-state surface-fitting RANS approach to simulate the free surface
flow past a backward facing step for Reynolds numbers correlating to both model and full
scale vessels. Comparing their computed surface elevation with experimental data from
Maki (2005) they obtained accurate solutions for partially and fully ventilated transoms.
Scale effects were found such that full ventilation was predicted to occur at lower transom
draft Froude number (FrT = 2.0) for full scale Reynolds numbers, compared to model scale
Reynolds number (where FrT = 2.5). Wyatt et al. (2008) compared two codes, one being a
RANS/DES (detached eddy simulation) code using a single phase, level-set method, the other
a Cartesian Euler code. Average breaking wave height and corresponding RMS values (root-
mean-square) of its fluctuation as well as the frequency domain in the flow past the transom
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of R/V Athena were simulated at full scale and compared to full-scale measurements and
good overall agreement was reported. The von-Karman-type vortex shedding for a wetted
transom was shown using the RANS/DES solver for model and full-scale simulations of the
fully appended vessel. Bhushan et al. (2012) investigated vortex structures and instabilities
past the wetted transom of the fully appended R/V Athena in full scale and model scale.
Using the solvers utilised in the above study, RANS was able to resolve coherent vortex
shedding while the DES simulation could resolve much more detailed flow structures. The
RANS/DES solver was capable of explaining the wake unsteadiness with the von-Karman-
type vortex shedding. Lately, researchers have concentrated on the air entrainment in the
wake of a transom stern ship using implicit LES (large eddy simulation) simulations, such as
Hendrickson et al. (2013) who investigated the wake past a dry transom. The above studies
indicate that a considerable amount of research has been conducted during the last decade
to investigate steady and unsteady effects of the flow around a transom stern, However, it
was mostly studied on combatant or planing craft hull forms that have a relatively high
BT /TT ratio, which exceeds that of a typical wave-piercing catamans and hence the three-
dimensional structure of the flow in the stagnant zone past a partially ventilated transom is
not understood,
In this study, the flow characteristics past a partially ventilated transom were studied nu-
merically and experimentally to quantify the state of transom ventilation at different speeds.
A scale model of a 98 m wave-piercing catamaran (Figure 3.2) was used at low to medium
speeds of 0.2 < Fr < 0.4. Compared to previously mentioned studies the current hull has
a relatively low BT /TT ratio of 1.3. This research aims to assess the capability of unsteady
RANS simulations to correctly predict the flow features occurring inside the zone of stagnant
flow behind a transom stern. In particular, whether a standard mesh resolution is sufficient
or if special attention to local mesh refinements is required in this flow region. Furthermore,
there is the desire to quantify differences in transom ventilation between model and full-scale
Reynolds numbers. Numerical simulations were validated experimentally using quantita-
tive and qualitative measures including the level of transom ventilation and visualised flow
features.
5.2 Methodology
The investigation on the flow past a partially ventilated transom stern was undertaken on a
single demihull of a 1:22 scale model of a 98 m wave-piercing catamaran at a 1,500 tonnes
displacement at level trim. The transom features a trim tab that was deflected to 5 degrees.
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The demihull interaction was taken into account by evaluating the model performance in
close proximity to a wall at a distance equal to half the demihull separation. While this is a
common approach in numerical simulations due to the symmetry of the flow with respect to
the centre plane of the vessel, it is only occasionally used in physical model testing such as
by Rovere (1997) and Zu¨rcher et al. (2013).
5.2.1 Numerical Set-up
In this study an unsteady RANS solver interDyMFoam from the OpenFOAM toolbox 2.3
utilising a volume of fluid method (VOF) was used to simulate the flow around the vessel.
The solver is capable of resolving viscous free-surface flows and the changing attitude of the
vessel. k−ω−SST turbulence model and standard wall functions were applied to model the
flow in close proximity to the hull, wall shear stress was computed with OpenFOAM version
2.0. The state of partial transom ventilation was computed from the ratio of wetted transom
area (ATW ) over total transom area AT . As expressed by:
ATW =
∑
(−nxi × αi ×Ai) ∀ x ≤ xtransom (5.1)
and
AT =
∑
(−nxi ×Ai) ∀ x ≤ xtransom ∧ z ≤ 0 (5.2)
α characterises the volume fraction where unity denotes full of water and zero denotes devoid
of water, nx the longitudinal component of the normal vector and Ai the area of the cell face
attached to the hull. Hence the transom ventilation is expressed as:
ηdry = 1−ATW /AT (5.3)
Positive x is pointing forward and positive z upward with the origin at the transom at still
water level. The domain consisted of a block-structured background mesh and an unstruc-
tured hedrahedral mesh in close proximity to the hull and for free surface refinement. The
mesh in the current study consisted of 900k cells which was found to deliver an acceptable
drag force estimate, not exceeding 5% difference when compared to model test experiments
for Fr ≥ 0.40 (see Section 3.3.1) when the transom is clearly dry and no special mesh re-
finement in the transom area was made. Figure 5.2 shows the structure of the cells at the
transom. The cells were stretched by a factor of 4 in the longitudinal direction to account
for the governing flow direction around the hull, which results in relatively few cells in the
longitudinal direction behind the vessel.
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Figure 5.2: Cell structure at the transom stern utilised in this study.
5.2.2 Experimental Set-up
The experiments were carried out in the towing tank of the Australian Maritime College
(AMC) at the University of Tasmania having the dimensions of l×b×h = 100 m × 3.55 m ×
1.50 m, using a single demihull carbon fibre scale model of a 98 m wave-piercing catamaran of
4.3 m length, which was free to heave and trim. The demihull was employed at half demihull
separation distance from the tank wall to take demihull interaction effects into account. The
transom immersion was measured visually using rulers with 5 mm increments attached to
the transom stern as can be seen in Figure 5.4. To determine the characteristic structures of
the flow in the stagnant area behind the transom, polyester stream traces (audio tapes) were
attached to the inside of the trim tab and the side hull extensions. At total of 16 polyester
tracers were utilised each with a thickness 0.1 mm, width 10 mm, and a length of 240 mm.
The observations were made using three commercially available water proof video cameras
such as from GoPro and Contour, which are highlighted in Figure 5.3. One camera was
mounted above the stern to monitor the flow past the stern from above the water surface.
Another was mounted under water to record the level of ventilation and the flow structures.
Finally, the third camera was set up below the transom pointing upwards to videotape the
structure of the flow recirculation in the horizontal plane. In addition, the drag force was
measured.
The transom ventilation was determined as the ratio of the water level at the aft of the
port side wall of the port demihull and the water level at the transom. In contrast to the
numerical model, the origin of the vertical axis was ship fixed and originates at the trailing
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Figure 5.3: Experimental set up in the AMC towing tank. A single catamaran demihull is
towed in close proximity to the tank wall. Also the positions of the cameras used and the
stream tracers are highlighted.
edge of the stern tab, positive pointing up. Thus the ventilation state was determined as:
ηdry = 1− zside wall/ztransom (5.4)
5.2.3 Empirical Prediction Method
Doctors et al. (2007) performed a series of model tests on generic hull forms using the so-
called Baby series to derive a regression model for predicting the state of transom ventilation
as a function of transom Froude number based on transom draft at rest, with and without
taking the transom breadth over transom depth ratio (BT /TT ) into account. Furthermore
they included the transom Reynolds number, though this did not influence the results at the
model of the size under investigation. Transom ventilation was determined as follows:
ηdry = C1 × FrC2T × (BT /TT )C3 (5.5)
with values for Ci being Ci = (0.08057, 2.831, 0) for the infinitely wide transom (2D) and
Ci = (0.07340, 2.8356, 0.1247) when taking BT /TT into account (3D) for 1 < BT /TT < 4.
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5.3 Validation of Transom Flow
5.3.1 Physical Model Tests
The model was tested for length Froude numbers of 0.20 to 0.40 in 0.02 increments. The
water level at the transom was measured at each run. Figure 5.4 shows the transom at
three different speeds: Fr = 0.24, 0.30 and 0.36, corresponding to transom draft Froude
numbers of FrT = 1.56, 1.97 and 2.38. The state of ventilation, ηdry, is 0.24, 0.55 and 0.95
respectively. A complex small-scale flow structure can be observed for Fr = 0.24, which
transits towards a rooster tail at Fr = 0.30 where the white portions in the wake can be
addressed to wave-breaking. At Fr = 0.36, even though the transom is not fully dry a rooster
tail builds up due to a combination of flow uprising from underneath the hull and from flow
around the vertical walls pointing towards the centre plane of the wake. Clearly, the wave of
the rooster tail breaks to both sides and also sheds portions of water towards the transom.
Finally, the transom reaches the dry state at Fr = 0.38 corresponding to FrT = 2.50. The
dry state for all conditions under consideration can be seen in Figure 5.5, where the error
bars represent the smallest increment on the ruler.
5.3.2 Nummerical Prediction at Model Scale
The experiments were replicated at an identical displacement and speeds. Such seen in
the physical testing, in the numerical simulations the transom ventilation increased with
increasing speed, but reached the dry state (ηdry > 0.99) at FrT = 2.42, which corresponds
to an under-prediction of dry state transom draft Froude number of 3%. When comparing
this result to Eslamdoost et al. (2015), where the RANS-based simulation predicted the dry
state at a 5% lower length Froude number when referred to model test experiments, therefore,
the result can be considered as being acceptably accurate.
Figure 5.5 shows the transom ventilation state for increasing transom draft Froude num-
bers for the speeds under consideration predicted by numerical simulation and empirical
expressions, and measured in model test experiments. For the CFD predictions no error was
specified, even though it was observed that the transom ventilation fluctuated over time, the
fluctuation was found to be ± 1% for FrT = 1.78 where the transom ventilation was 0.44.
For transom draft Froude numbers exceeding 1.6, an agreement between numerical predic-
tions and measurements was within the specified error of the experimental results, whereas
for lower speeds the numerical simulation predicts a 10 − −12% higher water level at the
transom.
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FrT = 1.56
Figure 5.4: Flow past the transom at different speeds of Froude numbers of Fr = 0.24, 0.30
and 0.36, corresponding to transom draft Froude numbers of FrT = 1.56, 1.97 and 2.38.
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Figure 5.5: State of transom ventilation where 0 means fully wet and unity fully dry with
respect to transom Froude number. Results are based on CFD simulation at model and full
scale, experimental measurements and empirical predictions using Doctors et al. (2007) with
and without taking limited BT /TT values into account.
5.3.3 Emperical Prediction
The empirical prediction by Doctors et al. (2007) using the static transom draft as measured
at the physical model scale testing reached the dry state at FrT = 2.56 when considering an
infinitely wide transom (2D) and at FrT = 2.43 when taken the BT /TT ratio into account
(3D). Both empirical approaches predict the level of transom ventilation within the experi-
mental error for FrT ≤ 2 and matched the dry state at a transom draft Froude number less
than 1% (3D) and 3% (2D) different from the measured value. Between these speeds the
empirical formulation underestimated the ventilation state, which is in accordance with the
original experiments from which the regression was derived.
5.3.4 Qualitative Validation of Transom Flow
In the post-processing of the CFD simulations the stream tracers were seeded to correlate
to the experimental model set-up. The length and width of the virtual stream tracers were
matched with the experimental stream tracers to study if the numerical simulation is capable
of predicting flow characteristics that are comparable to the experimentally observed ones.
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5.3.5 Steady Observations
Two speeds were used to compare the flow features between simulations and model test
experiments. Firstly V = 1.30 and 1.95 m/s corresponding to FrT = 1.37 and 1.29 for
the lower speed and FrT = 2.01 and 1.97 for the higher speed at CFD simulations and
in the experiment due to different transom drafts despite identical model length and mass
displacement, which most likely results from model building imperfections. The perspective
of the experimental image was matched in the CFD post-processor and the results compared
as shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. For the lower speed it can be seen that in the experiment
most of the tracers follow the recirculation of the flow and have their tips pointing towards the
transom, while a few align with the continuing flow and their tips point away from the vessel.
The same behaviour can be observed in the image generated by the numerical simulation,
especially the point from where the streamlines either point towards the stern or away from it
is well predicted in CFD when comparing to the experimental snap shot. Additional features
of the flow can be observed in Figure 5.6: the intersection of water level and tank wall,
due to capillary deformation of the water surface as marked by (A); the bumpy small-scale
wake features due to wave breaking marked by (B); and the distance between the water
level around the stern and at the transom has been marked (C). Subjectively, the numerical
approach is capable of replicating these features. For the higher speed shown in Figure 5.7
the stagnant area as determined by model test experiments is clearly smaller when compared
to the lower speed shown in Figure 5.6. As for the lower speed, most stream tracers are
experiencing recirculation, while single ones may follow the main flow. The depression of the
free surface (C) at the transom can be seen to be more pronounced. When comparing the
CFD-produced image to the experimental one, a similar alignment of the stream tracers can
be observed. Also the water level at the tank wall (A), and the turbulent wake structures
(B) are well reproduced in CFD compared to the experimental observations.
The bottom view of the stagnant zone has been visualised for the slow speed only due to vibra-
tions and asymmetric forces on the camera at higher speeds. Nevertheless, at V = 1.30 m/s
good agreement between the numerical visualisations and experimental results can be seen
in Figure 5.8. Either the stream tracers appear as straight lines until they start to wiggle
and eventually point towards the vessel and indicate recirculation, or they randomly point
somewhere due to the unsteadiness of the flow in this area. Otherwise when they align with
the surrounding flow they point away from the vessel. The distance until the stream tracers
start oscillating is comparable between the two images.
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Figure 5.6: Side view: Comparison of flow past partially ventilated transom at transom draft
Froude number FrT = 1.30 and 1.37 between physical experiment (bottom) and numerical
simulation (top).
Figure 5.7: Profile view: comparison of flow past partially ventilated transom at transom
draft Froude number FrT = 1.97 and 2.01 between physical experiment (bottom) and nu-
merical simulation (top).
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Figure 5.8: Bottom view: comparison of flow past partially ventilated transom at transom
draft Froude number FrT = 1.30 and 1.37 between physical experiment (bottom) and nu-
merical simulation (top).
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Unsteady Observations
From visual observations of the model test experiments it was seen that the root part of
the stream tracers were almost steadily aligned with the flow while the tips underwent ran-
dom oscillations due to the unsteadiness of the wake. These observations were made in the
unsteady RANS simulations too, however they were less pronounced when compared to the
experiment. Maki et al. (2006) and Bhushan et al. (2012) predicted a von-Karman-type
vortex shedding for transom draft Froude numbers exceeding unity at an infinitely wide
transom, but such unsteady behaviour was neither identified in the numerical simulation nor
seen in the physical model testing for FrT > 1.0. In the experiments an unsteady fluctuation
for FrT > 2.10 was seen that could be explained by a von-Karman-type shedding, however
it could have also been induced by portions of water that were shed from the rooster tail
towards the transom. It is assumed that the contribution of the flow from the sides of the
vessel influences the flow features inside the stagnant zone so that a stable and non-shedding
structure builds up for the majority of the speed range between 1.0 < FrT < FrT (dry).
5.4 Characteristics of Flow Past Transom
In Section 5.3.4 it was shown that the state of transom ventilation predicted by the numerical
simulation was within the experimental error for FrT > 1.6. Also, the numerically deter-
mined flow structure was found to be in good qualitative agreement with that experimentally
observed. Therefore the flow structure obtained from CFD can be assumed as being physi-
cally correct and the numerical results can be used to describe the flow feature in more detail
and undertake further investigation.
5.4.1 Flow in Stagnant Area
The number of stream traces used in the post-processing of the simulation was increased to
visualise the flow structure with greater resolution. As can be seen in Figure 5.9, the flow can
be described as a squashed horseshoe vortex (Figure 5.9 a). From the profile view (Figure 5.9
b) it can be seen that a recirculating roller occurs where the flow at the bottom part is aligned
with the surrounding bulk flow, while the plan view shows that two counter rotating vortical
structures are present (Figure 5.9 c). At the end of the stagnant area the flow rises and turns
towards the stern of the vessel. In the aft perspective (Figure 5.9 d) it can be seen that the
stagnant flow structure points up to the centre plane of the demihull, which is where the
rooster tail shoots up in the wake of the vessel. Finally, if the flow in the stagnant area is
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Figure 5.9: a) Squashed horseshoe structure of the flow inside the stagnant area behind the
transom (A) at FrT = 1.66; b) Profile view indicates the reversing behaviour (B) of the
stagnant flow; c) Plan view shows the two counter rotating vortices at the upper side of the
stagnant area; d) Aft view indicates the rising streamlines (D) that will potentially form the
characteristic rooster tail in the wake.
looked at from an angle (Figure 5.9 a), it can be seen that it is a single coherent structure
that combines both features and hence can be best described as a squashed horseshoe vortex.
When the speed increases the length and height of the squashed horseshoe decreases, but the
principal features remain.
5.4.2 Process of Transom Ventilation
The quasi-steady process of transom ventilation is presented as illustrated in Figure 5.11.
The flow structure, as well as the free surface, is presented, with the latter only shown for
the starboard side of the port side demihull. The free surface was assumed to be where the
value for volume fraction equals 0.5. However, when wave breaking happens volume fractions
between zero and unity may occur over a wide range of cells and the interface between air and
water is not sharp. Therefore the streamlines were scaled with respect to volume fraction,
so that a reduced diameter of the streamline indicates wave breaking in the recirculating
flow. The recirculating part is represented by red lines, while the water moving away from
the transom is shown by blue lines. Figure 5.11 shows the flow structure and free surface
for 1.37 ≤ FrT ≤ 2.42. It can be seen that the size of the stagnant flow area reduces,
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Figure 5.10: Mesh structure and predicted flow past transom and the distribution of volume
fraction at the centre plane of the demihull.
firstly in height due to the decreasing water level at the transom at FrT = 1.37 − 2.01 and
secondly in length which may be explained by the reduced height of the flow structure. At
FrT = 1.92 it can be seen that the free surface suffers from wave breaking which results in an
uncertain interface. A similar effect happens at FrT = 2.01 too, but to a larger extent as a
reduced diameter of streamlines in the recirculating flow further supports the wave breaking
occurrence. At FrT = 2.19 the transom ventilation is 0.88; it is the highest speed with a
partially wet transom and very thin recirculating streamlines indicate strong wave braking.
This behaviour was also seen in the experiment as shown in Figure 5.12. The white arrow
points to a fluid portion that occurs in breaking waves and splashes towards the transom,
the majority of the recirculation happens by this kind of wave breaking. Of course this
process is highly unsteady and the image just presents a snapshot of the phenomenon. At
FrT = 2.28 and 2.42 the flow clearly separates and leaves the transom dry. In contrast, in the
experiment at FrT = 2.25 and 2.38 the transom ventilation was 0.91 and 0.95 respectively.
This discrepancy may be explained by the reduced size of the flow structures of the breaking
wave that are unresolved by the computational mesh. These will shed off from the rooster
tail and roll down towards the transom, as characterised as flow regime C in Figure 5.1.
5.4.3 Results at Full-Scale
For the current case the simulations were repeated at hydrodynamic full scale and the transom
ventilation analysed as specified in Section 5.3.2. The results are presented in Figure 5.5,
together with the model-scale results. It can be observed that the transom for FrT < 1.6 is
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FrT = 1.66FrT = 1.49FrT = 1.37
FrT = 2.01FrT = 1.92FrT = 1.78
FrT = 2.42FrT = 2.28FrT = 2.19
Figure 5.11: Flow structure and free surface behind the transom undergoing the ventila-
tion process at model scale. Red streamlines present recirculating flow and and a reduced
streamline diameter indicates wave breaking.
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FrT = 2.19
Figure 5.12: Image of the transom including the built-up of a rooster tail at FrT = 2.19.
The arrow points at a fluid portion that represents breaking flow recirculation.
more ventilated at larger Reynolds numbers and hence the dry state is reached earlier. At
transom draft Froude numbers below 1.6 the change in Reynolds number does not influence
the ventilation state. With the values from the current investigation it can be concluded that
the full-scale transom becomes dry at FrT = 2.2, in contrast to FrT = 2.4 in the model-scale
simulations.
This difference can be explained by the reduced boundary layer thickness at full-scale Reynolds
numbers. Therefore, the full-scale flow induces a lower pressure than the model-scale flow
and hence will reduce the water level at the transom to a larger extent. This presents an-
other example why it may not be feasible to linearly scale ship hydrodynamic properties from
model-scale observations to the full-scale ship (Cusanelli, 2011). Therefore non-linear tools
for resistance extrapolation, such as the CFD-based approach in conjunction with model
test experiments as postulated in Chapter 3, may be superior for accurate full-scale drag
prediction when compared to traditional ITTC extrapolation methods.
5.4.4 Impact of Transom Ventilation on Drag Force
A deviation in drag force between the numerical prediction and experimental measurement for
the partially wetted transom was observed and reached up to 10%. However valid conclusions
on the accuracy of the numerical approach cannot be drawn, as the transom draft between
both cases varied too. Despite an identical mass displacement, the transom draft was 110 mm
in experiments while it was 100 mm in the simulations. Possible reasons for this difference are
model-building imperfections, because the draft in the simulations adhered with the original
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hydrostatics. The numerical simulation revealed that for the speed range under consideration,
the hydrostatic drag due to the transom contributes 50% to the total drag of the vessel at
model scale and even up to 70% for the full-scale ship. Its impact reduces with increasing
speed, as it is a hydrostatic phenomenon the transom drag force is purely dependent on the
water level at the stern and does not increase with velocity squared, such as wave-making or
friction drag do (Starke et al., 2007).
This may explain why quite substantial deviations in drag force occur for vessel speeds that
feature a partially wet transom, as reported in Chapters 3, 4 and 6 as deviations in transom
draft and ventilation state have a significant impact on the vessel’s drag force and hence
powering requirements.
5.5 Conclusions
This study has shown that the flow in the stagnant area could be best described as a non-
shedding squashed horseshoe vortex, which behaves like a recirculating roller at the centre
plane of the stagnant zone and two counter rotating vortices at the top of the stagnant
zone. Other researchers predicted a periodic von-Karman vortex shedding from the transom
edge for transom draft Froude numbers exceeding unity for transom flows of infinitely wide
transoms, or those of combatant hull forms. However, for the wave-piercing hull form under
consideration no such periodic shedding was observed, neither in experiments nor numerical
simulations. This may be due to the three-dimensional nature of the flow. For a transom
draft Froude number exceeding 2.2, an unsteady fluctuation occurs, but cannot be clearly
identified as the von-Karman-type shedding.
Also the process of transom ventilation has been visualised in a quasi-steady manner and
shows the transition from a partially wetted state to a fully dry state including a recirculation
in the form of a squashed horseshoe vortex and breaking waves just before the fully dry
state occurs. These three phenomena of partially wet, breaking recirculation, and fully dry
obtained through numerical simulation qualitatively agreed to observations from model test
experiments.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the unsteady RANS-based simulations are capa-
ble of quantitatively predicting the flow past a partially ventilated transom for a wave-piercing
catamaran hull form. The agreement has been within the experimental error of 4.5% between
numerical predictions and experimental measurements for transom draft Froude numbers ex-
ceeding 1.6 has been achieved on a standard mesh with no additional refinements in the
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vicinity of the transom. Increasing speed and therefore an increasing transom draft Froude
number leads to a reduction in the water level at the transom, until it reaches dry state at
transom Froude number of FrT = 2.50 as determined in physical model test experiments.
The numerical simulation predicted the dry state transom Froude number of FrT = 2.42 at
model scale and at FrT = 2.20 at full-scale Reynolds numbers which leads to the fact that
model-scale results cannot be directly applied to a full-scale ship.
The drag due to the transom stern can be the main contributor to the total drag, in the
current study it contributed 50% at model-scale and even 70% at full-scale to the total vessel
drag. Hence inaccuracies or deviations in modelling the transom and predicting the flow
around can have a large impact on the total drag force.
Despite the encouraging results of this study one has to bear in mind that the flow past
a transom stern features some highly unsteady small-scale flow features that are neither
resolved on a standard mesh, nor by unsteady RANS simulations. Hence the appropriate
simulation techniques depends on the application and the scope of the study, however for
simulating the water level at the transom and resolving the macro flow features past the
transom the presented method can be considered as being adequate.
5.5.1 Recommendations for Future Work
In future studies the simulation should be validated at identical transom draft to assure
its capability to correctly predict the drag force during the partially wetted transom stage.
Furthermore, the effect of a waterjet propulsor or a propeller may be considered, as this will
influence the flow around the hull before reaching the transom and therefore the ventilation
process. Also the jet of water leaving the waterjet nozzle will change the flow characteristics
in the stagnant zone during non to partially ventilated conditions and potentially the build-up
of the rooster tail for partially to fully ventilated conditions.
5.6 Where to next?
In this chapter the ability of the CFD-based approach to accurately predict the flow past a
partially ventilated transom of a wave-piercing catamaran demihull has been demonstrated.
Thus, there is a sufficient level of confidence to apply this methodology to perform a hull form
design study for large medium-speed catamarans to minimise calm water drag. In the next
chapter a comprehensive study of varied hull form features including demihull slenderness
ratio and draft, at a range of medium-speed Froude numbers, is performed to derive guide-
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lines for the hull form design of these craft with maximum transport efficiency and hence
minimising emissions and fuel costs.
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Hydrodynamic Hull Form Design Space
Exploration of Large Medium-Speed
Catamarans Using Full-Scale CFD
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The primary motivation for this work was to establish design guidelines and to quantify the
fuel-saving potential of large medium-speed catamarans to promote economically viable and
environmentally sustainable fast sea transportation. The available literature has been sur-
veyed to derive initial design guidelines and identify appropriate hull form parameters such
as demihull slenderness ratio and demihull separation ratio. These required more detailed
investigation to obtain values applicable to large medium-speed catamarans to provide min-
imum drag and maximum transport efficiency. A novel approach based on computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) has been developed to accurately predict the hull performance at full
scale, including the evaluation of its capability to assess the drag properties in restricted
water and to investigate characteristic flow features such as the recirculation past a deep
transom. Finally, this new CFD-based technique has been used to study a wide range of hull
forms to identify the most applicable hull properties for fuel-efficient fast sea transportation.
7.1 Achievements
Guidelines for full form parameters such as prismatic coefficient, hull slenderness ratio and
transom immersion with values for lowest drag at a certain Froude number have been derived
by analysing the current knowledge in ship design. However, a case study based on available
extrapolated model test data revealed that demihull slenderness ratios exceeding a value of
10 can lead potentially to further reductions in drag for speeds beyond 25 knots. However,
sufficient reference data for design purposes was not available and to further interrogate the
design space for values of slenderness ratios providing the lowest possible drag. Numerical
simulations have the potential to directly predict the performance of the full-scale vessel
without relying on empirical linear extrapolation methods, such as those proposed by the
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International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC). Therefore a novel CFD-based approach has
been proposed which utilises model test experiments for verification and employs the same
mesh for drag prediction at model-scale and at full-scale Reynolds number. This is achieved
by altering fluid viscosity to change Reynolds numbers instead of linear dimensions.
A flat plate study has revealed that consistent first cell height of y1 = 0.6 × L × 10−6 can
be used for model and full-scale Reynolds numbers, without compromising the accuracy of
the predicted wall shear stress on a smooth surface. This flat plate study also showed that
effects of surface roughness on the shear force are accurately predicted when compared to
theoretical values. The full-scale CFD approach has been successfully validated for a 98 m
catamaran for Froude numbers of 0.40 and 0.43 including surface roughness effects where
variations in resistance have been as low as 5% when compared to full-scale drag derived
from existing sea trials using measured shaft power and the characteristic thrust curves of
the waterjet unit. Using empirical correlation and roughness allowance for ship hulls predicts
a lower impact of roughness on the drag force than the CFD results for Reynolds numbers
of log(Re) > 8.75, which would be applicable for a 130 m medium-speed catamaran. It has
been shown that this difference can lead to a 20% higher total drag prediction by the CFD
simulations when compared to empirically extrapolated resistance data, while the deviation
for a smooth hull has been within ± 5%.
This numerical approach can also be utilised for the extrapolation of model test data with-
out relying on the assumptions made by ITTC procedures, such as linear resistance decom-
position, a form factor, empirical model-ship correlation lines, or empirical corrections for
roughness and correlation allowance which may not be correct. For example, it has been
shown that certain flow phenomena do not scale linearly, such as the shear force which is
sensitive to both Reynolds and Froude numbers, or full transom ventilation which occurs at
lower speeds at full-scale Reynolds numbers when compared to model scale investigations.
Furthermore, effects of restricted waters on the drag force, which may occur during physical
model testing, ship operation or both can be accurately predicted with the proposed numer-
ical approach. In shallow water with a depth of 0.24 times model length, the experimental
test results were matched with deviations in drag not exceeding 3% in design conditions, and
a shear force coefficient within 4% of the ITTC correlation value. However at full scale, CFD
predicts up to 35% larger frictional drag component when compared to the correlation line
value of ITTC which may result from the higher velocity of the surrounding flow due to the
close proximity of the sea bed, an effect that is not incorporated in current extrapolation ap-
proaches of ITTC. In addition it was found that at Froude numbers of Fr = 0.45, in shallow
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water with a depth of 0.24 times the vessel length, the required width of the fluid domain
needs to be more than 10 times wider when compared to a speed at a Froude number of
Fr = 0.37 to avoid an increase in residuary resistance by more than 1% when compared to
an infinitely wide domain. This shows clear advantages of using a flow resolving approach to
extrapolate model test data and implies that this prediction methodology can also be used
to determine model sizes for towing tank experiments while keeping the effects of restricted
water to an agreed minimum.
These finite water effects are not only of steady nature, the oscillation period of the ship
response in model testing have been shown to increase for increasing speed and decreasing
depth to an extent that less than a full motion cycle was resolved during a run of the full
length of the towing tank. This effect is physical as it has been shown to occur in experiments,
numerical simulations and full-scale sea trials.
Another capability of CFD simulations is to correctly predict the flow past the partially
ventilated transom of a wave-piercing catamaran hull and to identify characteristic flow
features which were found to agree with observations in model test experiments. It has
been found that for catamaran demihulls of wave-piercing type, the von-Karman-type vortex
shedding off the transom edge does not occur as expected for an infinitely wide transom.
The flow inside the stagnant zone has been identified as a non-shedding squashed horseshoe
vortex. Variations in transom draft may lead to deviations in drag force of up to 10% for the
same vessel at speeds where the transom is only partially ventilated.
Finally, the developed numerical tool has been utilised to compare the drag force and trans-
port efficiency of catamarans of 110 m to 190 m in length with constant overall width and
comparable deadweight capacities. Each length represents a different value of demhill slen-
derness ratio. It was found that demihull slenderness ratios of L/∇1/3dh = 11− 13 will provide
the most favourable resistance properties. This is close to recommendations in literature
where appropriate values for lowest resistance were stated for overall slenderness ratios of
L/∇1/3dh = 8 − 10, which corresponds, for a catamaran, to a demihull slenderness ratios of
L/∇1/3dh = 10 − 12.5. For the demihull separation ratios under consideration, it was found
that changing the demihull separation by the beam of a demihull has no significant effect on
the drag force.
Appropriate vessel lengths for highest transport efficiency at service speeds of 20 – 35 knots
at different loading conditions have been determined, and for speeds of 25 knots and below a
hull length of 130 m and 150 m provided the highest transport efficiency at light displacement
conditions at a draft of 3.1 m. If exceeding 28 knots, hull lengths of 150 m and 170 m were
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most beneficial for delivering the lowest fuel consumption per deadweight carried, a figure
that shifts towards longer hulls if the draft and hence displacement increased: At a draft of
3.6 m, hull lengths of 150 m and 170 m provided the highest transport efficiency for speed
of 28 knots and below, while for higher speeds hull lengths of 170 m and 190 m are the best
choice from a fuel consumption perspective.
If the derived transport efficiencies for large medium-speed catamarans are then set in relation
to those of currently operating large fast catamarans, a 67% increase in transport efficiency
can be achieved if a 170 m hull is used when compared to a contemporary 112 m hull.
This saving equals a 40% reduction in fuel consumption per deadweight tonnes per distance
travelled. Consequently, it also means 40% of savings in emissions and fuel costs and proves
that the concept of large medium-speed catamarans has the potential to provide an energy-
efficient alternative to current modes of fast sea transportation.
Despite these encouraging results it should be noted that the achieved values for demihull
slenderness ratios which provided the lowest drag may not be universally valid, as the opti-
mum value may change if the applicable Reynolds number of the vessel under consideration is
different by an order of magnitude to those presented in this study. For example, if significant
changes in demihull separation are applied, either far apart or very close to each other, or
possibly if general hull form features change. Similarly, the values for hull form parameters
determined in a literature survey may not be providing the lowest drag as they are: based on
built ships, may not have been optimised for resistance; or changes in production technology
may have influenced optimum values of hull form parameters for lowest drag.
The validity of the full-scale drag predictions using CFD cannot be generally concluded and
may only be accepted for the current type of vessel and if it is assured that all significant
physical flow phenomena are sufficiently accurately resolved. When performing a verification
at model scale, only model-scale flow phenomena are taken into account. This may be
incorrect for a ship if, for example, strong wave-breaking or spray occurs at the full-scale
vessel but not at model scale. Satisfyingly, for large wave-piercing catamarans the drag due
to wave breaking and spray can be assumed as being negligible.
For transient resistance prediction in shallow water, long-period oscillations and slow con-
vergence behaviour in the ship response during towing tank tests and numerical simulations
has been observed. Hence to accurately replicate model test experiments using CFD the
acceleration phase and the limited length of the towing tank may be taken into consideration
to decrease the deviation between numerical and experimental results.
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Lastly, the flow features presented for the transom stern flow can be considered as being valid
as long as no propulsor is present. A waterjet or a propeller may induce high velocities in
longitudinal direction below or above the transom edge, which may considerably influence
the shape of the stagnant flow feature and level of transom ventilation.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Studies
This research has found the answer to many questions related to contemporary ship design,
but also has raised several more that should be answered in future research studies. From
a full-scale resistance prediction perspective it is important to investigate if the proposed
approach is applicable to other types of ships, especially where effects that influence the
full-scale drag may occur differently at model scale, such as that of wave-breaking at the
bow.
The validation of the CFD-based approach at full-scale relied on a series of assumptions,
with the most critical being the drag thrust equilibrium. Therefore for a waterjet powered
vessels, new ways of resistance prediction from sea trials need to be explored, such as possible
correlations between flow rate and ship speed, two quantities that can be directly measured
or determined at the full-scale vessel or in the numerical simulation. This approach would
require integrating a computational model of the waterjet system into the hull.
The numerical design space exploration concluded only on appropriate slenderness ratios
and that minor changes in demihull separation do not significantly influence the drag force.
Although other parameters are likely to have a second order effect, it is not known how
the results may change if parameters such as prismatic coefficient are altered, in addition
to slenderness ratio. The study could be repeated where the most appropriate values of
prismatic coefficient based on findings from the literature survey are applied at each speed.
The exploration of the design space took varying light ship weight into account when es-
tablishing the resulting transport efficiency. It has to be kept in mind that a longer vessel
will imply much higher initial costs and that vessels should be compared using full life cycle
costs, rather than drag to lift ratios such as drag non-dimensionalised by displacement force
or dead weight to quantify the complete economic feasibility of different hull designs.
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APPENDIX
Simulation Set-up
This appendix summarises the most important setting for performing the numerical simula-
tion using OpenFOAM. Each case consist of a time, constant and system directory. The time
directory, contains the boundary and initial condition of the different field variables, and the
constant directory features all constant parameters, such as fluid and transport properties,
mass and inertia information and most importantly, the mesh. The system directory contains
all variables to solve the equations, including time step and numerical schemes.
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Time Directory
The time directory includes files specifying the boundary conditions on the boundary patches
(INLET, OUTLET, SYM, FARPS, TOP, BOTTOM, SHIP). The initial quantities were
defined in the flowVelocity file in the main directory. These files include:
 alpha.water : Volume fraction
 k : Kinetic turbulent energy
 nut : Eddy viscosity
 p rgh: Dynamic pressure
 pointDisplacement : Displacement of mesh points due to dynamic mesh motion
 omega: Dissipation rate
 U : Flow velocity
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volScalarField;
    location    "0";
    object      alpha1;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions      [0 0 0 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform 0 ;
boundaryField
{
    INLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           $internalField
    }
    FARPS
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            variableHeightFlowRate;
        lowerBound      0;
        upperBound      1;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            inletOutlet;
        inletValue      $internalField;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.1: Set-up for volume fraction.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volScalarField;
    location    "0";
    object      k;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../flowVelocity"
dimensions      [0 2 -2 0 0 0 0];
internalField   $k;
boundaryField
{
    INLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform $k;
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    
    FARPS
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            kqRWallFunction;
        value           uniform $k;
    }
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.2: Set-up for kinetic turbulent energy.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volScalarField;
    location    "0";
    object      nut;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../flowVelocity"
dimensions      [0 2 -1 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform $nut;
boundaryField
{
    INLET
    {
        type            calculated;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            calculated;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            calculated;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            calculated;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    FARPS
    {
        type            calculated;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            nutkWallFunction;
        value           uniform $nut;
    }
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.3: Set-up for eddy viscosity.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       pointVectorField;
    location    "0.01";
    object      pointDisplacement;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions      [0 1 0 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform (0 0 0);
boundaryField
{
    #include "${WM_PROJECT_DIR}/etc/caseDicts/setConstraintTypes"
    INLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform (0 0 0);
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform (0 0 0);
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform (0 0 0);
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform (0 0 0);
    }
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    FARPS
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform (0 0 0);
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            calculated;       
    }
}
/************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.4: Set-up for point displacement.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volScalarField;
    location    "0";
    object      p_rgh;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions      [1 -1 -2 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform 0;
boundaryField
{
    INLET
    {
     type               fixedFluxPressure;
        value           $internalField;
}
    OUTLET
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            totalPressure;
        U               U;
        phi             phi;
        rho             none;
        psi             none;
    gamma 1;
alpha1           1;
        p0              uniform 0;
        value           uniform 0;
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    
    FARPS
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }    
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            fixedFluxPressure;
        value           $internalField;
    }
}
Figure 8.5: Set-up for dynamic pressure.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  1.7.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volScalarField;
    location    "0";
    object      omega;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../flowVelocity"
dimensions      [0 0 -1 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform $omega;
boundaryField
{
    INLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           uniform $omega;
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    FARPS
    {
        type            zeroGradient;
    }
    SYM
    {
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            omegaWallFunction;
        value uniform $omega;
    }
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.6: Set-up for dissipation rate.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       volVectorField;
    location    "0";
    object      U;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../flowVelocity";
#include "../fV";
dimensions      [0 1 -1 0 0 0 0];
internalField   uniform $flowVelocity;
boundaryField
{
    BOTTOM
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    TOP
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    OUTLET
    {
        type            outletPhaseMeanVelocity;
        alpha           alpha.water;
        Umean           $fV;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    FARPS
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    INLET
    {
        type            fixedValue;
        value           $internalField;
    }
    SYM
    { 
        type            symmetryPlane;
    }
    SHIP
    {
        type            uniformFixedValue;
        uniformValue    tableFile;
        tableFileCoeffs       
{       
   fileName       "URamp"       
    outOfBounds    clamp;       
}         
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.7: Velocity set-up. A time varying boundary condition at the vessel resembles a
steady acceleration until the desired speed was achieved as defined in the URamp file.
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Constant Directory
The constant directory includes files specifying the time independent simulation parameters.
These include:
 dynamicMeshDict
 g
 RASProperties
 transportProperties
 turbulenceProperties
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    object      dynamicMeshDict;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../mass"
#include "polyMesh/pointDisplSquat"
dynamicFvMesh       dynamicMotionSolverFvMesh;
motionSolverLibs    ("libsixDoFRigidBodyMotion.so");
solver              sixDoFRigidBodyMotion;
sixDoFRigidBodyMotionCoeffs
{
    patches         (SHIP);
    innerDistance   0.5;
    outerDistance   2;
    centreOfMass    $centreOfMass;
    mass            $mass;
    momentOfInertia $momOfInertia;
    rhoInf          1;
    report          on;
    accelerationRelaxation 0.3;
    value           uniform (0 0 0);
    constraints
    {
        zAxis
        {
            sixDoFRigidBodyMotionConstraint line;
            direction     (0 0 1);
        }
        yPlane
        {
            sixDoFRigidBodyMotionConstraint axis;
            axis          (0 1 0);
        }
    }
    restraints
    {
        translationDamper
        {
            sixDoFRigidBodyMotionRestraint linearDamper;
            coeff         5000;
        }
        rotationDamper
        {
     axis            (0 1 0);
             stiffness       0;
             damping         5000;
            sixDoFRigidBodyMotionRestraint linearAxialAngularSpring;
    }
}
//* ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.8: Set-up for mesh motion restraints and constraints.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.com                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       uniformDimensionedVectorField;
    location    "constant";
    object      g;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
dimensions      [0 1 -2 0 0 0 0];
value           ( 0 0 -9.81 );
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.9: Set-up for gravitational acceleration.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  1.5                                   |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      http://www.OpenFOAM.org               |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    object      RASProperties;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
RASModel            kOmegaSST;
turbulence          on;
printCoeffs         on;
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.10: Set-up for turbulence properties using a Reynolds-Averaged Stress model.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    location    "constant";
    object      transportProperties;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
#include "../flowVelocity"
phases (water air);
water
{
    transportModel  Newtonian;
    nu              nu [ 0 2 -1 0 0 0 0 ]  $nu;
    rho             rho [ 1 -3 0 0 0 0 0 ] 1000;
}
air
{
    transportModel  Newtonian;
    nu              nu [ 0 2 -1 0 0 0 0 ]  1.48e-05;
    rho             rho [ 1 -3 0 0 0 0 0 ] 1;
}
sigma           sigma [ 1 0 -2 0 0 0 0 ] 0;
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.11: Set-up for fluid properties.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                   |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.openfoam.com              |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    object      RASProperties;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
simulationType      RASModel;
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.12: Set-up for turbulence properties.
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System Directory
The system directory includes the following files specifying the main simulation parameters.
 controlDict
 fvSchemes
 fvSolution
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
 class dictionary;
 format ascii;
 object controlDict;
 version 2.0;
}
#include "../endTime"
application interDyMFoam;
startFrom latestTime; 
startTime 0; 
stopAt endTime; 
endTime $eT;  
deltaT $dT; 
writeControl adjustableRunTime; 
writeInterval 0.5; 
purgeWrite 2; 
writeFormat ascii; 
writePrecision 6; 
writeCompression uncompressed; 
timeFormat general; 
timePrecision 9; 
runTimeModifiable yes; 
adjustTimeStep no ;// 
maxCo 8.0; 
maxAlphaCo 9.0;
functions
  {
    forces
    {
      type forces;
      functionObjectLibs
        (
          "libforces.so"
        ); 
      patches
        (
          SHIP
        ); 
      rhoInf 1000.0; 
      CofR (1.25 0 0); 
      outputControl timeStep; 
      outputInterval 10; 
      log true; 
    }
  } 
libs
(
    "libOpenFOAM.so"
    "libincompressibleRASModels.so"
    "libfvMotionSolvers.so"
    "libforces.so"
);
Figure 8.13: Set-up for control parameters.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    location    "system";
    object      fvSchemes;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
ddtSchemes
{
    default         Euler;
}
gradSchemes
{
    default         Gauss linear;
}
divSchemes
{
    div(rhoPhi,U)  Gauss vanLeerV;
    div(phi,alpha)  Gauss vanLeer;
    div(phirb,alpha) Gauss linear;
    div(phi,k)      Gauss upwind;
    div(phi,omega) Gauss upwind;
    div((muEff*dev(T(grad(U))))) Gauss linear;
}
laplacianSchemes
{
    default         Gauss linear corrected;
}
interpolationSchemes
{
    default         linear;
}
snGradSchemes
{
    default         corrected;
}
fluxRequired
{
    default         no;
    p_rgh;
    pcorr;
    alpha.water;
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.14: Specification of solvers.
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/*--------------------------------*- C++ -*----------------------------------*\
| =========                 |                                                 |
| \\      /  F ield         | OpenFOAM: The Open Source CFD Toolbox           |
|  \\    /   O peration     | Version:  2.3.0                                 |
|   \\  /    A nd           | Web:      www.OpenFOAM.org                      |
|    \\/     M anipulation  |                                                 |
\*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
FoamFile
{
    version     2.0;
    format      ascii;
    class       dictionary;
    location    "system";
    object      fvSolution;
}
// * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * //
solvers
{
    "alpha.water.*"
    {
        nAlphaCorr      3;
        nAlphaSubCycles 3;
        cAlpha          1;
        icAlpha         0;
        alphaOuterCorrectors  yes;
        MULESCorr       yes;
        nLimiterIter    10;
        alphaApplyPrevCorr  yes;
        solver          smoothSolver;
        smoother        symGaussSeidel;
        tolerance       1e-10;
        relTol          0;
        minIter         1;
    }
    "pcorr.*"
    {
        solver          GAMG;
        smoother        DIC;
        agglomerator    faceAreaPair;
        mergeLevels     1;
        nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10;
        cacheAgglomeration true;
        tolerance       0.1;
        relTol          0;
    };
    p_rgh
    {
        solver          GAMG;
        smoother        DIC;
        agglomerator    faceAreaPair;
        mergeLevels     1;
        nCellsInCoarsestLevel 10;
        cacheAgglomeration true;
        tolerance       5e-8;
        relTol          0.001;
    };
    p_rghFinal
    {
        $p_rgh;
        relTol          0;
    }
Figure 8.15: Set-up for solver parameters 1/2.
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    "(U|k|omega).*"
    {
        solver          smoothSolver;
        smoother        symGaussSeidel;
        nSweeps         1;
        tolerance       1e-7;
        relTol          0;
        minIter         1;
    };
}
PIMPLE
{
    momentumPredictor no;
    nOuterCorrectors 1;
    nCorrectors      3;
    nNonOrthogonalCorrectors 0;
    correctPhi      yes;
    moveMeshOuterCorrectors yes;
    turbOnFinalIterOnly yes;
}
relaxationFactors
{
    fields
    {
    }
    equations
    {
        ".*" 1;
    }
}
cache
{
    grad(U);
}
// ************************************************************************* //
Figure 8.16: Set-up for solver parameters 2/2.
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